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CLASS OF 07 HEAR
DR. W. T. BOLLING
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WEATHER FORFsCAST.

MINNIE TAYLOR
STORY REVIVED

Baecalaureate Sermon on "
Thyself No Harm"

Did She Confess to Murder She
Never Committed?

Exeellent Practical Sermon of Sturdy,
Rugged Truth Deliverer' for
Graduatete

Nashville Dispatch Says an Alleged
Victim of Peducah Woman Is
Alive.

CHURCH IS WELL DECORATED.

SHE WAS

Members of the class of '07 of the
High school and members of the
(loudy and unsettled with rain tobaccalaureate
faculty attended the
sermon at the Broadway Methodist night and Tuesday. Slightly wormer
church yesterday morning. The first tonight. Highest emperature yesterthree pews were reserved for them. day, 61; lowest today, 57.
The church was crowded. Potted
writIKE SETTLED.
plants and sweet peas, the class flowOil (*Sty, Pa., June 3.—
er, formed the decorations.
The strike of the employes of
"Do Thyself No Harm."
the Citizens Traction company
Dr. W. T. Bolling, pastor of Broadwan settled today, the men being
way Methodist church, preached the
granted a wage increase.
sermon for the graduating class from
Acts XVI-28: "Do Thyself no
ELEVATOR DROPS.
Haine" and the following is a brief
Akron, Ohio, June 3.—Ten
synopsis of the sermon:
persons were injured, one fatal"St. Paul, with Silas, was in prison
at Phillip', when an earthquake came
ly, today when the elevator
dropped at the plant of the Goodand opened the doors of the prison,
year Tire and Rubber company.
and the jailor, who thought his prisThe elevator is used to handle
oners had escaped, was about to kill
freight and is said to have been
himself, rather than be executed unovercrowded.
der Roman law, which made him responsible for his prisoners dead or
alive, when St. Paul called to him
FATAL FIRE.
not to do himself any harm, as the
Newark, N. J., June 3.—Three
prisoners were all there.
Jives were lost and four persons
From this in-ident I design draware missing, while thousands of
ing 'tome practical lessons for this
dollars daninge WAN done Ina fire
hour. While man suffers many ills
which started at 2 o'clock this
and much harm In this life let us unmorning in Turn Vereiu
derstand, that, God does not harm
Joseph Hoenecke, the janitor,
anyone. "The thoughtless fall into
his wife and child are dead.
many errors, and into none greater
than that God desires the hurt and
TIGER IN GRANDSTAND.
harm of any of his creatures—God is
Panama, June 3.—A tiger
govlaw
under
and
the law maker,
fight broke out in the enclosure
erns lids creation, with the design
and invaded the grandstand at a
that law is for the protection and not
widely advertised tight yesterthe injury of men.
day between the animaland a
to
law
is
designed
keel)
"Indeed,
bull. It caused a panic among
all things, man included, In order
3,0410 eneetators at the contest.
that out of maintained harmony there
The tiger eas killed by men in
should come soundness and happithe stand, before it injured any
ness.
one. The tiger in trying to avoid
"God sends neither sin to the soul
the !mil, broke from the arena.
nor disease to the body, but in love
would keep both sound ?nd happy
etyrroN SCANDAL.
under the benign influence cf law.
Washington, June 3.—Edwin
Our Fellow Men Do Us Little Harm.
S. Holmes, Jr., formerly assist"Ninety Per cent of humanity wish
ant statistician of the agricultus well, and a large per cent would
ural department. was pawed on
dominant
The
well.
being
in
aid us
trial today in the criminal court.
He was indicted in 1001 to(Continued on page 6.)
gether with Frederick A. Peckham and Moses H. Haas, of New
York, for conspiracy in the cotRAS% PORt H THIEVE-S.
ton leak scandal. Effort', to extradite Peckham and Haas were
Secure Quantity to roots and Booty
fruitless,
at Residence.
Back porch thieves began their
summe? operations Sunday night at
the residence of Dr. H. P. Sights,
715 Jefferson street. The refrigerathe
tor was cleaned out even to
dishes and breakfast had to be improvised this morning. In a closet on
the back porch were the football
clothes of Mr. Warren Sights, and
this with a valuable jersey were tanot
ken. Apparently the thief did
make a determined effort to get Into
the house.
The hunting suit of Dr. Sights,
with the fishing tackle and rubber
boots were taken and two other suits
used in outdoor sports. It would
have required two persons to carry
away the goods stolen, and it is
thought that a wagon drove into the
alley behind the house to cart them
away. The police are working on
the case.

EQUITY SOCIETY
HEARST'S BODY
Topeka, Kan., June4.— William
Randolph Heart's American SoctetY
of Equity, which. in the guise of a
farmers' &lid taborers• organization, la
In reality 11. ;Part of ilearst's political
machine, is fighting for supremacy In
Kansas with the Farmers' ('a-operative union, which is in reality a lotion of farmers, pure and simple, wit"
possibilities'
tremendous political
Unable to dominate this vast and
growing body Hearst, through agents,
has rganized his own "Farmers' Sodel)."
GRAIN MARKKET.
Cincinnati, June 3.—Wheat,
1.01; cortt,'5,1%; mon, 49.
----Captain Summers Benirti
Capt. John Summers, of the Henrietta. has returned, from Marietta.
Ohio, where he attefided the funeral
of the steamer's stewardess, who
was drowned In the Tennteume river.
During May Sewer Inspector Bends
man issued three storm water, 12
24
permits and
sanitary *ewer
plumbing permits. '
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SEAMEN'Si STRIKE.
Paris, thine 3.—Hone for the
end of the seatawnOs strike,
which has tied up shipping in
all French ports by tonight are
entertained as the result of the
strikers at Marseille', today to
with the
seek a compromise
A deiegat$011 1)1'
government.
striker', will cull on the premier
today,
INGALLS RECEPTIVE.
Cincinneti, Jane 3.—Melville
K. Ingalls ill a receptive candidate for the U. S. senatorship gabject to the Democratic
legislative caucus next year. It is
said today he was not an active
candidate; hut would not refuse
the honor of the nominntion.
--DEFIIXSTIVE RAIL.
Rocheeter, N. V., June 3.—
Two members of the crew of a
Pennsylvania freight train were
killeti in a wreek near here today. Track rune along the side
of the canal and the train, without warnings plunged into the
canal. A defective rail was the
cause.
FLOOD IN KENTUCKY.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Agile IL—
Hard rains out in the county
washed out turnpikes, water
gaps and fencing and destroyed
scores of acres of tobacco plants,
corn and vegetables. Creeks arts
higher than for yeses.
BURNS TO DEATH.
Pent, Ind., June 3.— Paul
Workings, a god three yea rA
while vleiting his grandparents
today, found a match and %t ruck
The flames ignited his clothes
and before assistance arrived the
child was burned to death.
GREENE-GAI*NOIL
New Orleans, La., June 3.—
The aentence of the Savannah
federal court In the Greene and
Gaynor case, Involving over a
half million violates in fraud in
government .,,entrart work in
Savannah harbor, was ameerlea
and Greene And Gam.r mass
serve Geer yearn' imprisonment
each and pay ass aggregate flap
of 1575,000.
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EVERYTHING SEEMS TO RE crNING HER WAY.

ITESHMEN OPEN
WEEK'S FESTIVITY
Program for Tonight's Reeep:
lion to Senior Class
Sophomores and Juniors Unite to Do
Honor to Graduates Tomorrow
Night.

UNIQUE

OF HERE.

CLASS DAY PROGRAM.
•

Commencement week ceremonlee
Was Minnie Taylor, alias "Pinkie
will be inaugurated tonight by tire
Plumber", hanged for a crime she
Freshmen reception to the Seniors of
did not commit?
the High school In the auditorium.
St. Louts authorities believe she
The following attractive program
was, but no records In McCracken
will be rendered:
county show it, and old residents
Piano duet—Miss Adah Brastelton
Iva° remember her, and know of her
and Will Reddick.
conduct, do not believe she was.
Vocal solo—Miss Ethel Olg'hts.
"Pinkie Plumber was hanged in
Vocal solo—Miss Caroline ilam.
1875 on her confession, which conVocal solo—Richard Scott.
vinced authorities that she murdered
Piano and violin duet—Misses Elizalive
be
to
found
Lawson Lane, now
abeth and Dixie Hale.
at. Zeigler, Ill."
Vocal solo--Mrs. James Weille.
The above telegram was recelved
Vocal solo—Miss Mamie laryfuss.
rethis morning. An investigation
Piano duet—Misses Mary Wheeler
sultea in the finding of plenty of inand Julia Dabney.
afbut
the
woman,
about
formation
Vocal solo—Robert Fisher.
ter her expulsion from Paducah, litRecitation—Miss Brooks Smith.
tle was heard of her.
Vocal solo—Mr. J. W. Payne, of
"Minnie Taylor was her right name
LaMoile, Ill.
and she came from Vienna, Ill.,"
Piano solo—Miss Newell.
—illaugnton In
Chief of Police Collins stated. "She
Piano duet—Misses Thixton and
for
operated a house of Ill repute
Smith.
some time, and was often arrested
KILLED BY EXCITEMENT.
and fined, but as far as I know she
Senior ItecePtion•
was never presented before any court
Conductor George P. Kramer Dies at.
Tuesday evening the Sophomore
in this county for a felony or a manScene of Wreck.
and Junior classes do honor to the
slaughter charge. She had only one
Seniors, The hall on the third floor
lane
La..
'
'
Alexandria
hand and was a woman of trementhe
died
at
P.
Kramer
ductor George
of the High school will be prettily
dous proportions."
scene of the wreck of his train at
decorated with colors of the classes.
"1 remember the woman well,"
Tioga at 3 o'clock this mornireias
During the evening an erchestra will
"and
Harlan,
said Captain Frank
the result of the excitement. It was
NV a ill Gets play, and refreshments will be
was on the force at the time she Myster3- ot Man Found Thri- a combination freight and passenger Little William
served.
conducted her house of III repute.
on the Iron Mountain, northbound,
She left Paducah about 1875 and
bly, Cut SaturdayNight—Po- and was ditched by a washout. No Bean in Windpipe and Dies
(lass Day Program.
went to Tennessee, and it seems to
was injured in the wreck, but
on Operating Table at the Class day for the class of '47 will
lice Believe Crowd of Drunks one
me that I remember something about
worked
Kramer
indefatiganlY In
be an innovatioa. The exercisen will
her being tried for some serious
Riverside Hospital
caring for the passengers and arrangstabbed Him by Mistake
be held in the High school auditorium
charge in Humboldt, Tenn., but being to have the track cleared, when
Wednesday evening, June la and they
lieve she wits cleared."
he suddenly sank down exhausted,
will be of the nature of a magazine
The records in circuit court were
died In a few minutes of heart
and
HERE. evening. Every plan of the modern
back several HIS CONDITION
LIVE
1875
reviewed from
IS SERIOUS. failure. He leaves a wife and two GRANDPARENTS
magazine will he carefully carried
years, and they failed to disclose
children
•
out. For the stories two short plays
anything, the woman's name not bewill be given. A tableau has been
ing entered fol. any charge.
Telegraph Operators.
Wit their infant child unconscious arranged and many clever representStrange Story Told.
Profusely bleeding and nearly exh
New York, June 3i—Telegrap and slowly smothering to death on
John
will be gotten off on the facThe whole story came in the fol- hausted from loss of blood.
operators mailed their grievances to account of a bean lodged in his wind- ations
Mills,
Maxon
of
old,
30
years
ulty. Miss Anna Bird Stewart,(oamNashville:
Ayres,
from
dispatch
lowing
every member of the board of direc- pipe, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ward, of
eriy a teacher of English, is assisting
Nashville, Tenn., June 3.— Curtis was found by Patrolmen Johnson and tors of the Western Union today. It
into the city in the class day exercises, and Miss
Lane, a L. & N. freight conductor Cross on Third street, near Kentucky Is said the directors wi:1 meet June, Oak Station, hurried
running between Nashville and Ev- avenue Sunday morning about 12:30 12 and if the grievances and demands yeitterday afternoon to seek medical Adah L. Brazeiton has charge of the
died on the commencement exercises.
ansville, told a story here today that o'clock and taken to the. city hall. of operators are not recognized a relief, but the little one
operating table. The child's name
The program for class night is:
Is stranger than fiction. Lane says City Physician Dr. Harry Williamson str:ke is almost certain to follow,
was William Ward, and he was 21
"The Black and Gold."
his father, who hai moved from and Dr. R. E. Hearn found two
months old. Mrs. Ward is the daugh(Published by the Senior class of
Zeigler, Ill., to Hamby Station, Hop- stabs in the back, two in the abdoter of Schoo) Trustee Wm. F. Karnes, the Padusah High school.)
kins county, Ky.. just after the Civil men, outs on the arm and the nose
of 924 North Seventh street. The
war, went to Paducah. Ky., one day cut in two. Ile said. a short, heavy
Contents for June 5, 1907.
child was playing with beans SaturCover design--Fourteen owls
to buy some goods. He was to have built man attacked him with a knife
day and placed one in his mouth. He The class.
returned on the third day, but dia near First street and Kentucky aveswallowed it, and there was no disnot come, and was never heard of nue. At 2 o'clock he was taken to
Frontispiece—class motto--"Nothtress afterwards, so it was naturally ing From Nothing Comes."
again until last week. This was in Riverside hospital and the physicians
supposed the bean had found its way
1873. A few days later the goods for fear for his recovery. Ayres reside...,
Musical page—India Lang.
into the little fellow's stomach. But
which he went to Paducah came to with his brother-in-law, Bob TimA Retrospect—Robert Halley.
then
his wife, but no tidings of the hus- mons, a farmer.
Our American Poets—Vera Johns-,
Has No More to yesterday he complained and
Sam
Uncle
suffocate.
commenced to choke and
band and father. Detectives were emThis morning Cniet or Police James
ton, Clark Bondurant.
Spend on Criminal Proceed- His parents made all haste to reach A song—"Whispering Roses."
ployed and they visited Paducah, St. Collins summoned several witnesses
Hot to the city hall to answer questions.
the city, but medical assistance came
Louis, Chicago, Louisville and
Brother Phil was Walking
ings for Present and Capt. too late. Drs. P. H. Stewart and C. —AWhile
of Lane. two being women and shortly afterSprings, Ark., in search
short story by Henry Alleott,
trychild.
dollars
the
of
They spent hundreds
E. Purcell operated on
ward Ed Cox and Dock EddIng. two
Jessie Cloys, David Yeiser and RobBrown is Off Duty
ing to trace him. Just at the time young men employed as paper hangThe funeral will take place at the ert Halley.
Lane was at Paducah, however, three er and tobacco handier, originally
residence of Mr. William F. Karnes
Heart to Heart Talks—Side Talks
men were supposed to have been from Fulton, Ky., were arrested for
at 2:31it o'clock, the Rev. S. B. Moore to the Girls--Brent James. Advice
murdered there. About that time a maliciously cutting Ayres.
WILL BE ENGINEER AWHILE. officiating. The burial will be In Oak to our Boys—Frances Clark.
noted Woman desperado, Pink PlumGrove cemetery.
"I do not remember anything
With the Musicians--Essie Blackber, was arrested for murder, was about it," declared
Faiding, when
nail, Ethel Hawkins.
tried, convicted and hanged. On the questioned this morning.
know
Editorial "Digging" (Presentation
scaffold she told of several shocking nothing from the time I got drunk
Uncle Sam has hard times like the
of spade to juniors' representative)
guilty.
been
had
she
crimes of which
Saturday night early until Sunday rest of us. His pocketbook gets thin
--Brent Junes.
Among other things she said she kill- morning when they woke
me up along certain lines and he has to curExchanges (Junior accep(ance)-4
ed threelitinen in Paducah about the from a sleep in a chair in Elrod's sa- tail expenses to pacify his creditors.
Edwin Randle.
time e klThed the man for which she loon to go home. My companion was The particular hard lines into which
The Dream Faculty—Ethel Haw.
was being hanged. One of these men with me at thelime. What happen- our Uncle Sam has fallen now are
kins illustrated by Robert Fisher,
then
the
near
was killed, she said,
ed Saturday night after I got drunk, ones that he can scarcely for the PolsRobert Halley, Bell Nichols, India
Chesapeake & Ohio depot. It was gen- I do not remember."
lic peace afford, but the rigidity of
Annabel Acker.
Lang,
Pathe
AbsolAute sience reigned in
erally accepted that Lane was the
thief Collins stated that he had congressional appropriations allows
The Kentucky Oolonel, a story by
the
In
shops,
man.
Central
ducah Illinois
not worked the ease out thoroughly, no alternative.
Vera Johnston and Robert Fisher.
Later on, Mrs. Lane married J. T. but hoped to do so today. He stated
deputy United States yards, and everywhere on the system
Brown,
Song—"A Lover and His Lass."
Wade
by
Denton, of Earlington. Ky., and
men, all drunk, were in marshal, has received notice that un- from t to 1:06 o'clock this afterseveral
that
Joke page--Jessie Cloys.
him raised a family of children. She
the party and got into a quarrel, and til July I or thereafter until notified: noon. Not a wheel tensed, not a
Notes--Clark Bondurant.
had three sons by Lane, one of which after attacking Ayres and cutting
Puzzle page--David Yelser.
he shall discontinue serving wargeneral tie-up
a
fell
and
hammer
is Curtis Lane.
him, saw they had the wrong man, rants for witnesses In criminal cases
Prates for last month's contest—.
Recently a young man of Evansto drag him Into an alley as the appropriation for that item is was as perfect as possible to make Herm?' Allcott.
started
and
Eaplington
ville, who had lived in
but let him go when they saw men running low. This notice has been q. The shut down was ordered duradd knew the Lane-Denton family
approaching.
served generally on deputy United ing the unveiling of the Jefferson
well, was in Ziegler, Ill., and met the
"I think there are five of them. States marshals, and COTIles from the Davis monument at Richmond, Va.,
the
,learned
latter
The
Lane.
elder
and whether they cut in mistake or attorney general through the state
young man was from Kentucky, and
and the order for the local shops
They marshal.
purpose, it matters not.
on
•
his
of
inquired if he knew anyone
came this morning. Everything wan
statethe
,Wu
be
prosecuted,"
will
Marshal Brown will beat sheet
own name down there, replied in the
ordered shut down. Not a wheel turnChief Collins,
metal in the interim, instead of tryaffirmative and called the names. ment of
ed on any train or engine, not a teleCicero
for
searching
are
Police
libehilon
civil
Ideas
right
to
his
force
ing
they
were
said
then
Lane
graph key clicked, not a hammer
knows somehe
believing
Anderson,
the
crawltriple-plated
Evansville,
the
erty through
dren. Returning to
fell, All over the south the rule aprecently
Anderson
case.
of
thing
the
he
turns of criminals. He will go to work
young man told Curtis Lane what
II
Pearl
June
Washington.
by Governor Beckham in a machine shop, or as an engineer plied.
had heard of the stranger at Zeiglee was pardoned
of New Orleans, has conUhl.
Mix.
John
for
killing
on the river. As the appropriation
Ill. Curtis Lane conferred with hie
sented to accept the office of internaStrawlinn May tIc in Territory.
_
for tees in criminal cases is running
brother and a detective was employCairo, Ill., June 3.—It is reported tional revenue commistaloner to tete
This
to
detechim
Ziegler.
low, it would be useless for
ed who went to
that P. H. Settee/bun, of Murphysboro, ceed John W. Yerkes. of Kentucky,
serve warrants on witnesses against trensurer of the United Mine Work- with the proviso that be may wait
tive returned Saturday and told the
Lane boys what they had heard was
bootleggers. etc , and the order di- ers' of America, who recently disap- until tDecember before taking of.
true. The elder Lane had married
rects him to take that view of the peared mysteriously In this city has flee.
again and reared ,a large family. Curcase.
been located In Indian Territory. A
tis Lane left Nashville tonight for
Glad AP this news will he to those reward of $2,000 has been offered by
Want Nine Hour Day.
Ziegler to see his father and inquire
Cleveland, June 3 — Failing to nee
of our citizens, they should not get the Mine Workers' Union for his arinto his strange conduct. The mother
Brown would ig- rest,
'cure a nine 'flour day demanded, 3.It Is understood that the plan of too bold, as Marshal
fa Ill at Earlinetion and she as yet
100.0 Cleveatnti machinists, obeying a.
is to extend the pav- nore even the attorney general's orengineer
city
the
discovery.
the
of
knows nothing
strtke order of the international unpostellice were
Rifle and Revolver Club.
ing of Jefferson street to the Minot*: ders if the Paducah
Metal
The
The Paducah Rifle and Revolver ion. quit work today
The pres- robbed. or Counterfeiters operated at
crossing.
railroad
Central
Prank White.
The club has been reorganised and Mr. L. Trades; association refused to treat
Broadway.
and
street
Fourth
to
paving
It
for
calls
Frank Moore White, seven years ent ordinatice
hut shout 20 local
there is a jog ordinary bootleggers, however, will It. Potter, one of the surest marks- with the minion,
old, son of Mr. E. W White, of 1026 Eleventh street, but
the have tbe bit In their teeth and May- men in the state, has been elected shops granted the demands.
and
place,
this
at
street
the
In
morning
this
Tennessee inveet, died
real meaning had field, Murray, ‘Benton, Fulton end president. Ten members have been
of fever and was burled this after- question as to the
hyestrans Mice. stock policeman,
bide could be In, other west Kentucky towns that are taken in, and all are excellent marksbefore
Rented
noon at 4 o'clock In Oak Grove cem- tosbe
during Met' 12 bead of catarrested
activity
the
perlitelotse
by
second
P
oppressed
The
men.
give
club
will
may
The
matter
etery. The child was born In Cenderss laird for the work.
cows, two ironies and three
seven
tle,
sosweet
will
grid
of
Brown,
Marshal
weeks,
in
two
td
shoot
seand
hope
cotineilport, Penn., and ihild been living In lie reported to the hoard of
horse..
many More Members,
for one short month.
cure
lace
tonight.
meeting
the
at
Men
Paducah five Moiths.

FOUR "SWEATED '
TWO ARE CHARGED

CHILD SMOTHERS
BEFORE RELIEVED

MONEY GIVES OUT;
MARSHAL TO REST

SILENCE REIGNS
OVER SOUTHLAND

WIGHT ACCEPTS
YERKES PLACE

PAVE JEFFERSON
TO R. R. CROSSING

h-t-re
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-
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TILE;ADUCATI- EVENIN6 SUN:
KEEP THE KIDN/L114
----Health ib Worth Sating, and Sonie
Ps.lteuk People Know Hon to
Sar e It.

Look for Nam* on Sfroo

Our shoes have a style that
bespeaks culture and refinement and gives that distinction which marks the welldressed man. A happily
balanced combination of
good looks and good service
—suitable for every occasion
Most styles are $5.00
EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

Lendler & Lydon

If

you donil S YOU

ARE LUCKY"

't have a rainy day.
ickness, trouble—
you can't tell just whatha
will ppen.
&'
If you haven't any money what are you going to
do?
You won't miss a little out of each week's earnings. Figure out just how much you can spare.
Opel. an account with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
cent, on deposits.

I

_

..,,,----Mechanics and
.7, ,-....
'
.fT, '. Farmers Savings Bank
4210 Broadway

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Incorpo.' ii

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
123..134 N.Pourth St.

Phonon 757

Wallace Park

CASINO
Commencing

Monday,June 3,1907
Mr. and Mrs. John Powers'
Society Sketch.
•

Kret ore
Musical Act.

Three Heims
Singers, Dancers, Comedians.

Axtell Comedy Act
Clown Dog.

MOVING PICTURES

ERRORS NUMEROUS
IN SUNDAY'S GAN

MONDAY, JUNE S.

Doctor Said Consumption

Mr. Andrew Mayer of 470
Many Paducah people take their
lives in their hands by neglecting the
Grove St., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
kidneys when they know these organs
contracted a severe cough,
need help. Site kidneys are reopens. Locals Failed to Connect With
ible for a vast amount of suffering
which continued so long
The Ball
and ill health, but there is no need
that
the doctor said he had
to suffer nor to remain in danger
when all diseases and aches and pains
bronchitis or consumption
due to weak kidneys can be quickly Metropolis "Blues" Walk
Away With
and after he tried his doc•
and permanently cured by the use of
it in Nine Ragged Inninga at
Doan's Kidney Pills.
Here is the
tor's prescription, and rethe Park.
statement of a Paducah citizen who
ceived no relief, he decided to
has reclaimed good health by the use
of this remedy:
DUFFY'S PURE MALT
T. G. Elder. of 1763 West Monroe CHIEF LLOYD IS IN retitUCAH.
WHISK
EY, which finally
street, Paducah, Ky., says: "Doan's
Kidney Pills were used in my family
cured him and restored his
about seven years ago with very satishealth and strength.
Dame Weather was responsible
factory results. At that time they
cured a case of kidney trouble of for the errors at Walla7e park yesLetters like the following are
two years standing, removed the terday and the loss of the game to
received daily telling of some marpains from the back and strengthen _ the Metropolis Blues. There were
velous cure due to the timely use
ed the kidneys. We procured them fully 200 fans out to see the sport.
but a very loose game was played.
of DUFFY'S PURE MALT WHIS.
at DuBois & Co.'s drug store and b
taken as directed they effected a cone Errors were made on both sides, and
KEY, as prescribed:
plete and permanent cure. I have had the game gone to the most suc"I had a severe cough for some time and
often recommended them to others cessful error making team, the locale
became extremely alarmed because my physician
would
have
walked
away
with it.
who have used them with good retold me I had bronchitis and another said I hei
111 sults. I have no hesitancy in recomArnold did the thrpwing for the
consumption. As I received little benefit front
the remedies prescribed for me I began to think
mending Doan's Kidney Pills to all Paducah team and Dye for the Blues.
what the doctors had said was only too true. I
Dye, who was knocked out of the box
sufferers from kidney trouble."
finally decided to take DUFFY'S PURE
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 last week by the Paducah slugger..
MALT WHISKEY, with little hope of the
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, was in form, and did not seem to
result that followed. Slowly the coughing spells
New York. sole agents for the United mind the cold weather. He mixed
lessened in frequency and the quantity throws
'em up in every form, while Arnold
States.
up also became less, and my strength which had
sadly failed, is now as good as ever. I feel that
Remember the tiame--Doan's— saved his arm for warmer weather.
I am saved, and that I owe my good fortune to
Taylor handled 'eye and Hayes handand take no other.
the timely use of DUFFY'S PURE MALT
led Arnold. There were no feature
WHISKEY."—ANDREW MAYER, 470
plays, hitting being scarce on the loMR. ANDREW MATER.
Grove St., Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 30th, 1906.
cal's side, but the visitors hit the ball
freely getting away with thirteen
healthy ones. The best the locals
could do with Dye was G hingles,
none of them with any force.
is distilled wholly from malted grain by a most expensive method which -has never
WILL
BE BOYS AND GIRLS
The score: 4
been made
public and this private process insures quality and flavor. Its age, softness, palatability
CLUB" AT CHAUTAUQUA.
E BB
and freedom from thosC
substances
injurious
found
in
other
whiskies make it acceptable to the most sensitive stomach.
Blues
11 13 7
It acts as an antitoxin which destroys and drives out all disease germs. Its results
Paducah
5 6 15
are free from that
depressing effect caused by poisoning the blood with many medicines. It is a
Batteries---Dye and Taylor; Arnold
tonic and invigorant for old and
AVM Meet In Three Divisions at the
young,
its
and
medicinal properties make it invaluable to overworked men,delicate women and sickly
and Hayes.
Pavilion Under Interuction of
children.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has been analyzed many times by the best chemists during
Nfiss Hemenn ay.
the past fifty years and
always
has
been
found
to
absolutely
be
pure.
Harry Lloyd Back.
CAUTION.—When you ask your druggist, grocer or dealer for Duffy's
HeraY (Chief) Lloyd, who led the
Pure Malt Whiskey be sure you
get the genuine. It's the only absolutely pure medicinal malt whiskey and Is
Indians out last season in the KKitty
sold In sealed bottles only
One of the features of the Chau league to what seemed certain rag
never in bulk. Look for the trade-mark, the "Old Chemist," on the label, make
sure the seal over
tanqua this year will be the Boys honors, has returned to the reservathe cork is unbroken and that out'guarantee is on every bottle. Price $1.00,
illustrated
tnediCal Weide*
and Girls club, under the direction tion. and was talking baseball with
Ind doctor's dark.. km Dully Malt Whiskey CO., Rochester, N. Y.
of Miss Hemenway. The club will mouth, hands and feet yesterday.
meet each morning in the pavilion Chief got a chance to manage the
- at 8:34. There is no age limit, the
been decided upon
by the departclub being in three divisions, the
ment.
reds, whites and blues. The reds— could not make satisfactory arrangeGround was broken yesterday for
boys over twelve: whites—girls over ments. He was with the team
a
the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific exposition,
twelve, and blues—both boys and week or two, but failing to get what
Much daniage was done In Central:was retired from the navy after 47 which will be held In Seattle in 14_909.
girls under twelve. The club will or- he wanted, left. Lloyd will work at
Kentucky,
especially in Carlisle and l years of creditable service.
ganize the first Saturday morning, his trade of ship carpenter at the
Two Young Men in Runaway.
Paris, by a heavy ,rain and electrical
P. S. Ellis was arrested in RichJune 15, and on that morning all ways here.
storm which struck that section. In mond cheerily after his marriage in
Ezra Drew and Fred Nance, young
children under 16 will be admitted
"Yes, there are a lot of Kitty
to the grounds free. On the last league players in the Cotton States Carlisle a creek rose so rapidly that :Lancaster, on a charge Of stealing a men of Graves county, were injured
occupants of houses on it banks had camera in Knoxville, and spent his in a run away Saturday
Saturday afternoon the Boys. and league, and ether leagues in
the
night at
7:3en'clock near Wallace park. They
Girls club will give a program of south," Lloyd stated. "Bob Black- to be removed. in buggies, The metal honeymoon in jail.
damage
was to tobacco plants, rainy
drills in the auditorium and games burn, Eddie Taylor and
General Billet, former minister of were driving home in a buggy when
Minnie
bede being washed bare.
at the pavilion,
war of France, is dead at Paris. He the horse frightened at a cow and
Clare are with Jackson and playing
The fiftieth anniversary of the paa- was born in,1828 and distinguished ran into the ditch, striking a teleThe Chautauqua is as much for the good ball. Clare was short stop for
children as for the 'grown-ups" and Danville last year and Blackburn was t..tate of the Rev. Dr. Henry; M himself -during the Pranco-Pruasian phene pole. Drew was thrown over
the dashboard and suffered a sprained
the Boys' and Girls' club will give an with Clarksville, Cairo and other Scudder was celebrated at the Pres- war.
organization which will add greatly teams in the Kitty during its life. byterian church in Elizaville. where
All the old officers of ,the United leg. Nance remained in the buggy
to the sucess of the Chautauqua. The Pat Downing is catching for the Me- Dr. Scudder has continuouey labored Confederate Veterans were re-elect- until the vehicle was dr.shed against
a tree and the horse bro'ae loose.
ed.
motto of the Club is "Loyalty, Order ridian team, and "Texas" Meyer. Is for half a century.
The presidential boom of Senator
and Truth"—Loyalty to the Chau- playing first base for Vicksburg and
A succession of earth shocks
was
tauqua and to our comrades--Order playing good ball. Billy Kemmer, of Philander C. Knox, former attorney felt at Guayquil, Ecuador.
A, German hygenlc expert mainIn the auditorium
and
on
the the Toledo team, two years ago, is general, is gaining great impetus
Over 300 salary increases in the tains that lying in the open air is
grounds—Truth at all tiniest and in playing with Orth Collins with Co- throughout Pennsylvania, and the fences of Kentucky
postmasters have much more beneficial titan walking.
disinclination of the president to
lumbus."
all places.
_
frown upon the movement has' given
The reds will have exercises to dethe seriends of the senator In that
velope strength and concentration a
SUNDAY'S GAMES.
state much encouragement.
wand drill, games and relay races.
The American Tobacco company
National League.
The whites, exercises Ter grace, a
has made an offer to the Burley Tohoop drill and appropriate games.
• H E bacco
Growers' association for the
The blues will have their own games, Chicago
4 8 1 entire 1906
crop, which has been
Pittsburg
drills and races. The entire club will
3 6 2 peeled and
Now located at
of which none has been
meet together, one section working
Batteries—Lundgren, Brown atel
sold. It is believed that the growers
Kling; Leever, Smith and Gibson.
while the other two are resting.
have succeeded in beating the trust
Every parent should see that his
in the fight for higher prices:
children are at the Chautauqua the :4 H
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
The final decision of the court of
first Saturday, as the success of the Cincinnati
(1 5..2 second Inetance
in the ease of the
Boys' and Girls' program depends St. Louis
1 9 2 19 men condemned
to death on susBatteries— Ewing
aeon the children being regular in atand Sehlei; picion of complicity in
the alleged
Beebe and Noonan.
tendance.
plot, to kill Cabrera will be rendered
today at Guatemala City .according
American League.
Aren't you glad you don't own the
to advices reaching lieslco.
earth when it is taxpaying time?
2. 9 2
Patrick Calhoun. Thorne-ell MulChicago
3 7 4 etly, T. L. Ford,
W. E. Abbott, AbraHe who works in faith will work Detroit
4 8 1 ham Rae? and Mayor
Schmitt' were ,
Capit'
faithfully.
a .....• •••
Flatte r ies--Srn Lb
and
u IlITan: arraigned in San
11230,000.00
Francisco on indict-I
Surplus and undivided Novato
Euganks, Mullin and Archer.
100,000.00
ments charging them with bribery
Stockholders liability
and. were given one week to answer.,
230,000.00
R 11 E
You'll be buying a tonic
The statement of the New
York
Cleveland
1 5 4 elearing-house banks
Total
for the
past 1
11300,000.00
soon—probably need one St. Louis
4 11 1 week shows that
Total resources
the banks hold $12,....$985,453.23
now. Brace up your sys782,450 mare than the legal reserve l
DIRECTORS:
SATURDAY'S RESULTS.
requirements. This is a decrease of
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys;
tem with VITAL VIM.
J. A.
82,906,325 as compared
with the
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb. of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Anwricaa League.
Take our word for it.
previous week.
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of H. A. Petter Supply
Chicago 1, Detroit 0.
Co.: Boat
Five persons were killed and 11
There's no better tonic
Boston 2, New York 0.
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
wounded,'four probably fatally, In a
Muscoe Burnett, Supt.. & Treas. Pad, Wafer Go.
sold. Fifty cts. bottle at
%reek on the Cuban Eastern railNational League.
road, near Guantanamo. A car loadGEO. C. THOMPSON, President...
GILBERT'S DRUG STORE
Brooklyn 7, New York 5, ften in- ed
with workmen rolled down a steep
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President
nings.)
fourth and Creadway.
embankment.
D. L. antnis. Cashier.
J. A. Miles, A farmer of Christian
The Great North Country.
county, lost his entire crop of ttoNimrod was a mighty hunter, but
baeco plants by theft. It Is sepposed
—
had he hunted In the "Temagami"
that some planter
who was short
region he would have been a mightstole the pfants to replace his own.
ier one. Nimrod hunted for glora.but
George S. Wilson was nominated
W. P. Paxton.
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
Temagamians hunt for game. Those
as the Pemocratic candidate for repFree:dent
Cashier.
Indians who made the first canoe of
Asehrtcnt Cathie-,
resentative In Union county, and Dr.
birch bark .long ago, were our greatReynolds was nominated in Nicholas
eat benefactors. The children of these
end Robertson countless
Indians know the canoe, and they
Chocolate ice cream
The president has Issued a proclaknow how to use it. and If you go to
mation announcing the conclusion of
soda. No? Surely
Ternagami this summer they will pad- a
arrangement between
lucerne/rate&
dle your canoe in their own smarty thecommercial
it is, the way we
United States and Germany tinway. They will be the best guides you
der the Dingley act.
Capital
serve it arvyway. It
ever had. Students who camp in sum••••••••••?VI
$100.00111
Rear Admiral Joseph
lin leek
Surplus
flier along the Tetnagami lakes are
50,000
will make you reCogblare who was born at Prank
able so do two years4 work in one.
latockholders liability
•.
100,000
gret that you haven't
Finest of fishing and hunting. Easy
of access by the Grand 'Trunk RailTote/ sernrity to deposit on
drank it before. It's
$230,000
way System. For information and
Account* of Wields ale and Items solicited. We appreciate
healthy and wholebeautiful descriptive publieation sent
small as well as large depositors and accord to all
the NUN
nee apply to W. Robinson, 500 Park
Fry' beautifying your yards and
some, cool and recourteous treatment.
estimates
Building, Pittsburg, Pa.
on flower beds we
•
will call and see you. Phone
freshing, and cheap
Schtuaus Bros. for the largest
A woman enjoys a play unless it's
and most complete stock of
10c.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
to interesting elle can't study what
flowers and plants in the city.
everybody In the house is wearing.—
Free delivery to any
New York Press.
OPEN SA TUADAY NIG HTS FROM 7 TO 8
part of the city.
OCLOCUL
M

use

BIG FEATURE

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

.:::."°,1,1 1.".Z.:`,Zn..I'asol:a7gth'ee NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS.

CITY TRANSFER CO
Cilauber's Stable. .
TELEPHONE 499

American-German National Bank

A NEW DRINK

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

FLOWERS

Take the Broadway Cars

Oklav

cPHERSON'S
Drug Store.

About. three ikonSand pieces of
crockery are brokem on each trlii of A
Ann-class ocean Entr.

SCHMAUS BROS.
Beath Pho mos 192.
.11111111111•111

Third:and Broadway

•
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A HAPPY HOMEI

THE BRIDE'S DREAM,THE HUSBAND'S AMBITION

•

And let us help you make it a cozy and attractive one. We have
furnished hundreds and have done it so Well, and at such liberal
- prices and terms, that we are known as the popular headquarters
a co-founder of
be
to
are
you
If
e."
peopl
ed
marri
ng
"you
the
for
a new home this summer you should n t fail to at least give us
ThifiZ\\'
the opportunity of showing you the many advantages to be
gained by buying from us. Here you find complete
EVERYTHING TO FURNISH THE HOME FOR CASH OR CREDIT
This Full Size Brass Bed Chinaware
Genuine Leather Parlor Suit
•••

•

Headquarters
There is nothing
that will go as far
to help beautify
your home as
pretty chinaware
and china ornaments. Here you
will always find
pretty things in

Baby Cribs

$3.00 Cash, Balance $1.00 Week.

$42.50

on best steel supports.

Are just the things for
hot summer months.
Buy one for the little
fellow.

$6.00

Atiali)sahndasnodmeliatnhdree(;arpive(e•ed;Paurplth)rorsitieirteTianm;eAniuninmeahleoagtahneyr

will buy a nice one.

Would be cheap at $60.00.

$3.00 Cash,Balance/ $1.00 Week

Is extremely attractive this season on account of our
increased extensive line. Richer colors, more beautiful patterns, higher grades, is what we show you. Our
line is being constantly improved. See it before buying.

gifl
this beautiful
It is a regular $40.00. value an cheap at that.

$42.50 .

-r

Our Carpet Department

t
in
nd doubly
caniltbe
vony
This
aifferw
;il

E
to Buy
E
to Pay

Genuine Boston
Leather Davenports A HRENFELD,
LIMOGES,
BAVARIAN,
GERMAN
JAP and
AUSTRIAN.
i0 Cash, $1.00 Week.
$3.

A nn • his is art exceptional nice article and was
t0
04tUIUU blade to sell for 160 00. We carry large
assorLuien, in patterns and finish.
p

Pedestal Extension
Tables $15 to $75

Direct Action

Gas Stoves

Lowest
Prices

The stove with a reputation.
Saver% you labi.r and fuel. Guaranteed satisfactory.

Porch and Lawn Goods
Our assortment this year is unusually large, and prices
extremely reasonable. Bent wood patterns and old
hickory in settees, chairs, rockers and swings.
IMENIThiumus

iur.zeptiar „REM
--ak.11111M1

CASH OR CREDIT

tamx2.=•=e•L___

Bohn Syphon
Refrigerators
Newest and most pleasing styles in
Tell the toe. Your money refunded if
extraordinaiy assortment.
not satistictory as represented.

Prices $18.00 to $29.00

100 Piece
Set as
Cheap as
$5.00
Cash
or
Credit

nn will buy one, which is not at all ex
pensive. We have a lame assortment for your selection.

S45.uu

Start living! Let the MeDongall do half your
kitchen work. It saves money as well as labor.
It will last a life time.

11111111111111111•11111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111/

Also full line of
American and
English Porcelain in !`o p e n
stock" patterns.

Would You Like a Complete
Mission Dining Room Set?

The Genuine McDougall

On Easy Terms to You.

HAVILAND
& CO.,
J. POUYAT,

114

112- /4-116-1•1. r131JFITP1 c

12PACIIIC.411. ICE

$3 cash, SaIance $1 week.

PAGE
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN

wale! radical influenced, whose) ends
do lot concern directly the interests
of the whole peoples
APTENNOON AND WEEKLY
IL-other words Paducab wants a
IT THE SUN PUBLISIHNOCO. reprabeiltative business man for
,
ma
INCORPORATED
P. M. 1115111.R, President.
We trust the fine Imposed on the
IL J. PAXTON, General Manager.
Waters-Pierce Oil company in Texas
Mt RACRIPTioN RATilli
illatered at the purtutnce at Paducah. will not hinder the progrees of Popular Cumberland Minister
hgher education in America.
Ky. as second class matter.
Dies Suddenly
THE DADA NUN
Ifearstai Chicago papers and some
Wy Carrier, per week
10
By mall. per month. in advanois.. 15 of their eantemporaries, charged with
By mall. per year, in advance....91 50 conspiracy by newsdealers, were arHad Charge of Four Growing ChurchTHE WEEKLY SUN
raigned Indere a magistrate named
es in This and Adjoining
year, by mall. postage paid.. MOO Fake.
Counties.
Address THE SUN, Paducah, Ky.

the Cabucab Sun.

REV. E. RUDOLPH
ANSWERS SUMMONS

MONDAY. JUNE S.

INNiiiiiiiiii9401111110991WiNSPENVINIANISPOGIO
GRAVES

COUNTY.

The Blue Serge

to.1.*
- .11•1
,
Ktstwitsro044.41lio'

About 4e feet of the north wall
of the wholesale house of Coviugton
Bros., on North Seventh street, fell.
No matter how many other Suits hang up
The parties building the new house.
in a Man's Wardrobe on a hot Sumer:el
at the side of the banding, had dug
the ditr underneath the wall preparMorning, nine times out of ten he will seatory to putting la a more substanlect
his Blue Serge ir. preference to any
tial base, and had left it. After a
heavy rain the wall gave way and
other.
fell directly north. It left about 40
meet of the wholesale house exposed.
From the Style Standpoint our Blue
Reports are coming in of more
Serge Suits are certainly superior to any we have
Dace, 116 South Third.
iNEW MOTTO.
Phone 36$
plant beds being robbed. Mr. ArMothers 't1 housewives, tear down
Payne A Young. Chicago end New
buclesof near pryorsburg, was ready
the
antiquated
motto that adorns THE
BURIAL THIS MORNING
York, repiesentatives.
From the Value Standpoint they excel
seen.
to go to setting his plants Thursday
your walls:
.
morning and when he went after
THE SUN can be found at the followanything in the way of Serge Suits ever offered the
them, found some one else had been
ing place.:
GOD BLISS OUR HOME
trade for anything near the price.
R. D. Clements di Cu.
a little earlies. He thinks he knows
The
Rev.
Eimus
Rudolph,
35 years
Worked on terse paper In silken
Van Colin Bros.
who it was.
yarn, and fra Ind with domestic art, old, one of the most prominent CumPalmer House.
Mr. 810)-is, of Farmington, found
The Material—the Cut and the Tailoring are
berland
Presbyterl
au
ministers
this
in
hoist
in
its at
John Wilhelm's.
the modern legend:
section, died. Sunday morning about that his plant beds had been sowed
the limit of good Clothes building.
in
clover and as soon as it came up,
THE SPENDTHRIFT IS A
6 o'clock at his home on the Cairo
Cut
01 either Single or Double Breasted
road, after an illuess of only a few be had to pick it out. Mr. Dowdy,
BENEWACTOR.
Styles
days of malarial fever. He was strick- living northwest of Maytield, had his
This beautiful and worthy senti- en less than
a week ago and Satur- bed salted, which destroyed his
ment was culled at random from wis- day had
a physician, but was not plante.
dom's own flower ideden, sown in the thought to
Mrs. A. M. Seay died at the home
MONDAY, 41. NE 3.
be seriously Ill. Towarde
editorial column cf a local newspa- night
be grew wore, and early Sun- of her father, J. H. Weeks, in Winper. Cut from the spilk and stripped day morning
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
the physician was called gs), Saturday morning at 4:30 o'clock.
We are safe in laying that these Suits at
of the leaves of reactoning, this fair, again.
He never rallied, passing away She was a member of the Cumberland
white blossom of Using truth loses shortly after
Presbyterian church and a popular
these prices can not be duplicated else6 o'clock.
May, 1907.
half its beauty. Evesy professional
1
He was born near Oakland, Ballard teacher, having taught several schools
4118
16
3995
w he r.e
gambler
and bawdy kause keeper in county, and was ordained
2
3951
17
a minister In the county, the last one in the
3991
Paducah
subscribe
will
o
the
concluBracey
3
soon
after
district,
attaining his majority. He
3951
in 19'84. She was
18
3973
sion and approve the argument of worked in this
4
3961
and adjoining cowl- born August 20th, 1877, making her
20
3954
the
following!
,
1. - 6
'ties, and at the time of death was twenty-nine yeats, nine months and i
,
3961
21
3942
"efunsey's Magazine Las a contrib- pastor
7
3961
of four churches as follows: ten days old. She was a grand22
4048
utor
who attempts to *ante the Highland, this
"8
4006
county; Smyrna, daughter of the Rev. J. G. Webb and,
23
3943
world with
the statenseitt
tha it Graves county; Province, Marshall a niece of J‘ T., W. B. , and Finia
9
3954
24
3965
l
spends yearly $4,000,000 for base county, and New
10
3963
Hope, this county. Webb,
25
3961
sport.
tall
Well,
what
if
it
(lees?
Don't
11
The residence of the Rev. Berrettt,!
He leaves a father, Mr. Jordon Ru3985
27
1955
the ball players have to live and dolph, and
13
3976
mother at Oakland;
28
a pastas- of the Colored Presbyterian
3940
haven't the people who paea for tee wife and child, three sisters
14
3975
and one church, was destroyed by fire Satur29
3935
'fiddling' a right to dance? ich sta- brother. The
15
latter, Mr. Ben
3982
30
Ru- day night, while he was In Owens3943
tistical statements are inter ing so dolph, of Oakland,
and Mrs. D. W. boro..The loss was $1,500; insurance
31
3943
far
as
they
show
what
the
p
•le do Fooks, of this city, wife of the well- $800.
Total
107,232
with their money and what
ball known minister; Mrs. 'Ferrel
Average for May, 1906
D.
4001
players get for their 'stunts, \ but Fooks,wite
Average for May, 1907
of the manager pf the
3972
The Water Wawa.
when made to persuade the pablic
Personally appeared
Fooks-Acree Lumber company, of the
before me,
There is a certain slop "freight"
that
it
is
a
waste
of
any
kind
ta
;
t
it
this June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gencity, and Mrs. Leona Orr, of Fulton. train on the Louisville
division of the
ec
foolish, to say the
st.
eral manager of The Sun, who af- bomes
The funeral was held at 11 o'clock Illinois Central which is
known as
Money
was
made
to spend and tb e this !horning at Oakland. The
firms that the above statement of the
burial the "water wagon" because It furiiivordndeOTH/ERs
dew,
DGERit
circulation of The Sun for the mouth who have it must and will spent, ; will be in the family cemetery.
al
nishes
ice
water
to
dozens
of
thirsty
of May, 1907, is true to the best of they must that it can be kept in 10 7
farmers. Ice water is carried in both
culatIon and answer the-purpose iloa
his knowledge and belief.
the caboose and engine cab, and far-i
I. CI, Painters Are Busy.
which it was made, and they will bePETER RURYEAR.
Mr. J. H. Thorpe, foreman of niers come to the train as soon as a
cause It is a right which is their*.
Notary Public.
house painters of the Louisville divi- station is reached to quench
their
My commission expires January Statistics are unpardonable at best *ion of the Illinois Central, went to thirst. it- has become
A Timid Bridegroom
eroeg..oewi.egar.seecooeeeeekbeiros
a habit, and
but
when
secured
and
given
out
with
e
1908.
22,
number of readers. Includlarge
A
rinceton,
Ky.,
morning
this
some
to
will
arsometimes
wait
an hour if
the aim to convince any part of OA
ing many clergymen from all over
Golden %spires.
people that they are toolisha spend- range for painting the passenger sta- the trath be late to get a taste of real
the country, have entered the clerical
Daily Thought.
ing their money and should cease do- tical at that place. He will take half ice water.
anecdotes competition of the Church
IOW force of painters to Princeton
Life Is early blighted if it knows ing so, then
eitifirtikt
ertialiegal
iatiON~11.1
001
1
024
0
4
they are calculated to ofConfer on Two Cent Rate.
Family Newspaper. The first prize
Amides., leaving the other half in
Wirst Worktaan—'E said 'e saw
BO clouds.
fend. Let the people spend their
Commissioner Donald, of the CenDoes music pay as a profession? goes to the Rev. G. Emery, rector of
Paclicah to put the finishing touches me 'urry. 'E didn't see me 'urry. 'E
money for what suits them best, so
tral Passenger association, and Chair- This question is one of the oldest in Penmaer, 8. 0.. Glamorgan, for this:
on ile Illinois Central hospital.
A must have seen
yo 'urry. Second
French sailors of the merchant long as they harm no one in doing
"At a village church a wedding
greats deal of varnishing and grain- Workman'(stung to the quick)— 'E man MacLeod, of the Western Pas- the history of art, and it has been
so,
then
for
they
do
much more good
'marine are striking because they do
senger association at Chitago, have variously answered.
ing r mains
Ir
A direct and was fixed for a certain date. The
to
done
be
the
never
woodsaw
me
'urry.
I
never
'urry.—
not :Ike sonic features of the gov- than it they should hoard it up. A work
joined in a call forma meeting In St. convincing reply to it is now fur- happy morn arrived, and in due
the hospital.
Punch.
ernment's pension policy. When a miser is a criminal; a spendthrift is
Louis next Thursday of all the lines nished by the announcement that course a youthful swain and faire
\
Repuleic runs to paternalisni such a benefactor."
In their association. traversing this Senor Caruso, the star tenor of Di- ladye presented themselves at the
Nan--\
Going
to
marry
Jack
this
—See
Edwards
complications as tlais become possiand Morgan in the state, to consider the new law mak- rector Couried's company, has
just chancel steps.
month, re son? He just wouldn't big free act Wore the
ble.
LIFE TENURE le0It
performance ails 2 cents per mile the maximum signed a contract that binds him to
EDEMA Is wait
"The service proceeded smoothly
till slime, eh?
totligin at Walleye Park.
JUDGES.
rate of faro atter this rflonth.
the same servece for four years longer as far as the question, 'Wilt thou
Upon
retiring
from the bench
at a salary of 1,000,000 francs a hAve this woman to be thy wedded
STRATEGY OF THE CAMPAIGN.
It's better to fall out than it is to
Fortune smiles on the few, and
sear, equivalent to about $200,000. wife?'
Ability to rightly estimate inciden- Judge Wallace, of the United States
Whereupon the supposed
. A .10-Cal-ofiliclai .erTrie
svni
d
with
Sngrins on the many.
tal results and comprehend the de- circuit court In New 'York made a be kicked it.
perintendent A. H. Egan, ot the four times as much asothe United bridegroom stammered
blushingly,
tails of a general campaign
marks speech at a banquet Jn his honor In
'Please, sir, I'm not the right man.'
Louisville division, of the Illinois States pays its president.
which
he
deplored
the radical tendenthe difference between a great miliOf course, Carusos are rare. Even 'Not the right man!' exclaimed the
tantral:'says MrsEgan has no Infortary leader and an ordinary soldier. cies of the times and earnestly cornmation that he is to be transferred. near-Carusos are not very abundant. clergyman, aghast. 'Then where is
RESO
LVED
The latter sometimes magnifies the bated the suggestion that the life
Yet in these days of liberal patronage the right man?'
THAT SomE PEOPLE LIKE
importance of a minor victory, or tenure of federal judges should be
"'He's down at the bottom of the
The force of the Illinois Central of the musical art there are many
•
fails to appreciate at all an essential abrogated and that they should be
BRILLIANT PATTERNs WHILE SOME
thorn; will be 'increased gradually, singers who command salaries of church, sir. He's asheeamed to come
advantage. The former is satisfied made elective inbreed of appointive
now that summer is nearly here, to from $10,000 ito $25,000 a year. up.'"
LIKE QuiET THINGS. BUT WFIAT
with consistent results, but never officers. He declared that the plan.
the capacity of the shops. This morn There are a great many more who
EVER You WEAR IT SHOULD BE
contented with a mere incidental vic- If adopted, would be a blow at the
ing one boiler maker and.helpee were get from $2,500 to $5,000 a year.
Among bees in the Isle of Wight
tory.
judiciary and that it was provoked
GOOD MATERIAL,FASHIONA BLY
added to the force. The machine The managers are constantly on the a singular disease has been spreading.
among
Strategic position means much In
other things hy "the courage
shop force will also be increased watch for exceptional voices, and the It assumes the form of a kind of paCUT AND WELL MADE THAT 15
a campaign, and here the difference of these judges in restraining the
chorus girl who can sing better than
slowly,
ralysis and up to the present all efin ability again asserts Itself. Mere lawless acts of trade unions."
her sisters is fairly sure of a chance
0,
THE HALL MARK
Railroad Gossip.
forts to combat the malady have
temporary advantage, unrelated
to
tie
is
step
thoroughl
upward
y
sound
ladder.
17
the
on
on the
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Traveling Engineer Lloyd Grimes,
been useless. It is believed that the
BUSTER 13RowN
the ultimate objects of the campaign, question of the tenure of office. For
However, the question of music as bees will be extinct in the island
of the Tennessee division of the I. C..
some times result in a diversion that popular government Is in need at all
a paying occupation is not confined within another year
is In the city.
unless a remedefeats the very purpose of the move- times of a restraining force such as
Traintnaster G. E. Gallaway. of to the stage limits. Those who have dy be quickly found.
+4,
ment.
is afforded in this country by the
the Tennessee division of the Illinois a prejudice against dramatic vocalism
Higher ground is always an advan- federal bench. Though the judicial
as a calling and are possessed of wellCentral, Is In the city today.
est)•• 40 •i
tage, and when a, leader allows him- checks are irritating, thotigh thea
trained vocal organs can usually find
things heroic and divine than It is to
see
'mdik•
• 01'
self to he decoyed from his position are sometimes exorcised inexcusably
opportunities in other lines. The conpractice things ordinarily human and
YOU Dozivr HAVE TO WAIT
he is playing into the enemy's hands. and clearly favor private as against
INS •ir•ji
cert
field le wide and the churches
as'
Beery do e makes you feelbeiter. 1.4x-fres
decent.—H
enry F. Cope, in Chicago
In psilitics and the other phases of public interests, these are hut the
are more liberal than ever In theft
keeps yrur whole insides right. sold an the
Tribune.
civil life the same rules apply that possible flaws In a system that is far
compensat
ion
of
profession
al
chorismoney-I:net
plea evtrywnere. Price 50 cents.
k • ,••••
•is
apply in warfare. It is the man, who preferable to the proposed sebstik s s:
ters.
takes the higher ground that wins in lute.
.
S -• '. • e•\
But it is only the best singers that
"They
say
that
many
of
the
old
the end. The campaigner, who is
It is to be hoped that they will
4'
Hindu() idols had diamonds in their get the high pay. Only the best wins
right, need not go out to meet, the always be thus independent,
and
out anyway, in the long run, whate)es."
enemy. The strategy of his position that to this end they
may enjoy the
"That's not Incredible. My girl has ever the line of work. And in the
Is to intrench and fortify. He is the protection that a
life tenure gives.
a diamond in her eye now, and, hang realist of vocal music it is always to
defending party. The one who as- So much is desirable as a prevenelve
It, I'm afraid I'll have to buy It!"— be remembered that the days of a
Aa.r—o_7;=_//sumes the morally wrong position is of the tyranny of
the mob and a
singer are not limitless. Caruso Will
Portland Expresser
the aggressor.
kind of revolutionary chaos. At the
not indefinitely command his princely
Si
Any Movement on the part of the same time
41,PV•4011, NO*
VW••Yreill• alliresie Se e..1••••
it is desirable also, that
salary of $200,000 a year. In a few
The Evening San-10c. a week.
defense to come down from his high judges shoeld
be broad-minded men
seasons, perhaps, we shall be hearing
position to seek some temporary ad- with warm,
popular sympathies. It
"Read not to contradict and con- less of him, and may be In A decade
vantage, to gain the votes of this, el- should be recognized
that there Is a
fute, nor to believe and
ement or that, to placate this party great difference
take, for be will be teaching instead of debetween keeping a
granted, nor to find talk
or that, to harmonize interests that
mat dis- lighting great audiences with the
mob In subjection and thwarting salsongs that now cost his employers
course,
hut
to
weigh
have no business obtruding in matconsider."
and
you?
utery reform movements. And forthundreds
on tarof dollars apiece.--wasee
It you have been reading these ingts
ters that concern the whole people, Is
iinately the federal bench is not
you
little chats on :Osteopathy, I trust
contrary to the "Art of War"
lacking In the right kind of men.
you have weighed and considered
It is that position, which the ReSome of the recent decisions of the
them. If you are among the ailing
publican party of Padueet now orHe Knew Him.
United States supreme court have
you should have investigated.
cuples with relation to municipal afAn instanee of the complications
been great helps to political progress.
I have had just any number of that
fairs. Casting about for a candidate
THE
follow the numerous divorces
They have set forth the principles
Paducah people you know to investhe party must shake off petty ideas
obtained by rich residents at Newthat should prevail in a democracy
tigate Osteopathy, investigate hs
that creep into the consideration of
port was related by the Rev. Floyd
far more convincingly than the most
taking the treatment, and I should
fietty matters.
W. Tonikine, rector of Holy Trinity
impassioned speeehem of cknipaign
you
like to refer you to any one of them
There Is a great policy of abstract
Episcopal chittch, In his sermon to
orators.—
Chicago
Record-He
rald.
for
testImons
of what It has done the First
right to be fought for. By the course
regiment, national guard o
for them. I have very successfully
of events the Republiean party' has
Phou 358-R
Pennsylva
nia,
oft Sunday afternoon.
SLIGHTLY IIUMOlt(H'S.
treated chronic cases of rheumatism,
been placed In the position of deOr, Tompkins vouched for the truth
city.
asthma, eczema, liver and bowel and
Ambition is the tack on the chair
fifidIng it. The battle must be fought
of the story and said the incident ocstomach troubles, nervousness, lumon higher grounds If it Is to be won. that keeps mortals from sitting down
curred at Newport last summer. Tw
bago,
neuralgia
The Democrats are devoting all their to rest too often.
and headaches and boys
were at play when one Pointed
general debility. In all these
efforts to harmonizing (melons, trustail- to a man passing
in an automobile.
ments the 'Osteopathic Is the most raing in the advantage a poll of the
The definition of fun depends on
tional treatment known to scleoce "That's my new papa," exclaimed
city gives them to win.
whether it is framed at night or the
one of the boys; "I think I'm going
today.
The Republicans • must assume morning after.
to like him." "He Isn't so much.'
There
is nothing occult ablaut the
such a position that they will not
treatment. It is Merely a drugless remarked the other +child. "How de
lose a vote of their own, while gainThe only thing a woman cannot do
system of medicine seeking in the you know?" indignaatly , demanded
ing aid that desert the opposition.
.S keep her hands from fooling with
We have the men who know
human body, struetural normality of the first boy. "I guess I ought to,
Mere personal popularity of the her Leek hair.
how to do your work just as
Its parts upon which their vitality was the reply. "He used to be ne
candidate, of the handshaking, backit should be done, and we
and proper functioning depeud. It papa."—Philadelphla Record.
slapping variety will not meet the
Little Girl (telling of the Garden
does this by scientific Mitsipulallon,
need. Temporizing with svartous ex- of Eden) —"Yes, mummy, Adam and
make an effort all all times to
recognizing and using diet, air, watremists and radical elements, will Eve lived very happily there GP the
Call For Oonvention.
give
you just what you want.
ter anti exercise. and other
serve to repel as many as it wins. Evil Spirit came In the form of a
The Republicans of the etta of PRhygienic
Let
us
figure with you tFe
measures.
candidate
clUtah. Ky • are hereby called to mike
A
must be chneen, whose( servant."---Eystander.
Its results are quick and sure anti In MIMS convention at the c.14 bell in
record is free from reproach; whose
next time you need any print—
never attended. by Hie:Mese that the city of Padacah, Ky.. ** Tbstrspersonal and property interests are
"I suppose you have awned all
ing—probably we can save
usually accoutpanfea the • use of dee, June 27, 1907. at 3 o'clock p. m
act to Atmore all citizens that he the authorities on social and eeonotn
you some money. We know
drugs
I
should
(Or
like
to
talk
the
.:11411 do nothing to the detilmeat of lc questions"..
to
you
purist:see of seleetinst (10,U -•
at
any time about your nines*, If yen dates for all of the city offices that
we can give yon satisfactory
iletthe commercial develOpneent of the
'041T
4157
"Not quite all," answered the proR.O.A DWAL"ir
are 111. My office hours are from 9 to are to he filled at the election
Whose repntatioa is such as to fessor, "sly daughter's gradWa31011
work, and give It to you
In
I TTE44A 7o) MEN'
12 end 1:30 to 6 p. in Phone 1407, November, 1907.
Bice the evict enforcement of the ems) Is not ote %et "-- Witoblregion
promptly
.
ontep ism Broadway, upstairs, Dr. G.
PRANK BOYD. Chairman.
s, and an unyielding attitude to- Star.
• D. FrOage.
C.
W, MialtRIWEATHER, Set.
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WHEN

You Want Any
Printing

If you are paying for it there is no reason
why you should not have what pleases
If
like bright suits, bright neckties, bright
shirts and bright hosiery, why not buy them?
Of course you know you must come to the
store that carries bright patterns. We have
the reputation
know, for carrying the
brightest line of wearables for men that is
carried in this
There is no reason why
bright patterns should not be made of good
material. You know how impossible it is to
describe a color or a combination of colors.
Bring your eyes to our store and let them look
at the attractive things we have to show you.
We carry everything that men and little men
wear.

LLEYis St

yr

A two 7161151!$3

You Usually

Want it at Once

Sun Job Rooms

Does all kinds of printing
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',outs, a well known artist who has
been in Paducah demonstrating a
new method of china painting, and
exhibiting his work in water colors and china painting, left today for
Louisville.
Detective Will Baker has returned
.
'
to duty after a. week's fishing capeLiebling Recital a Brilliatnt Event.
Circuit. Court.
A large and most appreciative au- dition in southern allitsois.
The April term of McCracken sirdience greeted Emil Liebling, the
Dr. Russell Moss, of Bardwell, is cult court came to a close
Saturday.
noted pianist-composer, of Chicago, in the city looking O'er the field with with
a Judgment for the sale of milli
at his brilliant lecture-recita on Sat- the view of locating in Paducah.
'property at Third and George streets'
urdas evening at the Kentucky theaMr. Robert Reeves; President of in the action or the
Globe Bank and
ter. Mr. Liebling made a delightful the First National bank, is sick at'Trust
company against Phoebe Rig'
impression both by the finish and his home, Eighth
and
Jefferson glesberger, et al. John K. Hendrick
charm of his execution and the ease streets,
sitting as special judge. Two judg- '
and graciousness of his manner. He
Mr. Walter Moss, a former citizen wants,
one for $23,282.76 and the
gave a brief sketch of each composer of McCracken county, but now
of second $10,318.26, had been
entered
and number on the program in pre- Stroud, Oklathoma, is visiting'friend
siThe property has bta-n sold twice hut
face and his musical interpretations in this city and county. He has been
the purchasers failed to make bond.
were with rare power. The "Magic prosperous in the new state and is
Frodie Simpkin filed suit in cirFire Scene" from "Die Walkiure" by enthusiastic over its opportunities.
cuit court against the Paducah TracWagner, Chopin's
Mrs. Lou Engert, 308 South Tenth
Nocturne an,d
tion company for $1,0010 damages
Gottschalk's "Last Hope" as an en- street, left yesterday for a visit to
During June, 19-06, she was frightcore was especially impressive. Mr. relatives in the county.
ened by a flash of electricity in the
Lieleing played three of his own comMr. W. B. Kennedy returned Suncar and jumped off receiving injuries
positions "Gavotte Moderne", "Loll- day from Hopkinsville.
bout the head.
ta", and. "Florence Valse de ConMr. Clay Kidd spent Sunday evencert", which were exquisite concep- ing in Mayfield.
Deeds Filed.
tions of musical thought and gave esMr. Robert McCune, the sign wriL. M. Bloomfield to C. H. Mine:pecial pleasure. The audience was a ter and artist, returned Sunday afmost cultured and complimentary ternoon from 'New York and other Iln, property at -Eleventh and Jefferone, and the four boxes were filled by eastern cities and the Jamestown ex- son streets, $1,21e0.
J. M. Dunlap to the Paducah Brick
music lovers. The officers of the Mat- position. He had been
gone two
inee Musical club: Mrs. H. S. Wells, weeks, and the trip was given -him by and Tile company, property at MomMrs. Hal Corbett, Miss Edwin Rivers, the firm of Dreyfuse Well & company roe and Fourteenth streets, $3,0011.
Chicago, St. Louis and New OrMrs. George B. Hart, Mrs. James for building and superintending the
SOCIETY SKETCH BY MR. AND Weille, Miss Adah Brazelton, occu- installation of a fine booth at the ex- leans railroad to Mississippi Valley
corporation, property on which the
pied a box. Miss Lula Reed's box par- position.
MRS. JOHN POWERS BIG HIT.
- -For Dr. Pentiley ring 416.
south yards are located, $19,90.0.
ty included: Miss Reed
Mr.
Clements,
Will
formerly
of
and Mr.
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 4001
/
2
Paducah Union Depot company to
Richard Scott, Miss Anne Bradshaw this city but now of Madison, Ind.,
Broadway. Phone 156.
Mississippi Valley corporation, propand Dr. Will Owen, Miss Margery is in the city.
—s-See Edwards and Morgan in the Excellent Bill at Wallace
Park Casino Cruinbaugh and Mr. Roscoe Reed.
Attorney D. H. Hughes went to erty' on which the freight depot at
big 'free isot before tt& performance
Sixth and Campbell streets is located.
Tonight With Big Free Act in
Another party were: Mrs. Edmund Benton this morning on business
tonight atI Wallace Park.
Front of Casino.
Mrs. Leonard Janes and son Pa'- $13,8.64).
M. Post, Mrs. Mildred Davis, Mrs.
—At a meeting of Evergreen CirEdward Bringhurst, Mrs. John
Mayleld
this
W. ruer returned from
cle, Woodmen of the World, last
Sykes, of Hope, Ark.; Miss Anna morning.
Count tourt.
night Mrs. Mike 'semen made a
Webb and Miss Adine Morton. With
Mr. James Arteleaughlin went to
Oscar Rawlinson qualified as maglengthy report on the national conMr. and Mrs. John Powers, who Dr. and Mrs. David
G. Murrell wag Whiteville, Tenn., this morning on istrate of the Fifth district, to sucsention at Norfolk, Va., held this head the bill at the Wallace
Peek Miss Virginia Newell, the leader of business.
ceed Magistrate Dane, resigned.
month.
Casino this week, present a big hit the Crescendo
Patrolman James Clark went to
club under whose ais
—Fire Chief James Wood and to,itheir society skit "The Players."
epices Mr. Liebling came to Padus Bentou this morning on business.
In Police Court.'
tiectrical inspector William McPher- Eirergwatere they have been they
Mr. C. W. Wooldridge, the well
ash. The olub cleared $50 by the reThe case against Frank Hayes for
son Swill make another appeal to the have been featured. The
"Theal cital which will be used as a nucleus known Illinois Central pattern maker, alleged converting money to his own
council to put in fire escapes and laleint Children" in their singin
tte bring musical celebrities to Padu- is better today. He is suffering front use, was continued in police court
'lite alarm boxes at Riverside hos- daneing and coniedy act, have
also cah in the future.
congestion of the bowels.
this morning. Mu-s. Hattie Avery alpital.
Incorporated.
isttsin featured in some of the best
Mr. H. R. Robertson and
wife leges that she gave Hayes some jew—Fine carnations at 50c per doz- vaudeville hones. •
have
returned
Cairo.
from
elry
place
to
in
a safety vault, when
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
s Kt-4°re, the musical man, and Ax- Mrs. Mt-Gary Starred Mr. Whiteell in
Mrs. J. R. Martin, of Greenville, is she was placed in Riverside hospital,
Oregon,
--Carbon paper that gives entida t4, the-acrobat, with his clown
dog,
visiting
Mrs.
Pat O'Brien of Tenth and that Hayes claims he was held
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Utterback
satisfaction, and every sheet guaraq- and the moving pictures, comprise
.HAS REAL TITIAN.
ekeeAsettseleale444.1
and Jefferson streets.
up and robbed.
anteed is the Webster Mull Copy Car- one of the be.s.1 bilis ever witnessed in received a telegram yesterday
Bishop
Osborne,
the
Episcopal
nouncing
Other
the
cases:
marriage
W. H. Hamilton,
in Portland.
bon, handled only by It. D. Clement's this city.
Fee:toes Painting, "St. Jerome," Is
Oregon on Saturday of Mrs. William bishop of Springfield, Ill., is in the Dock Edding and Lee Story, drunk.
& Co. Phone 436.
Before the performance in front of
Owned in St. Louis.
city
today,
tile
guest
of
Rev.
the
Da$1 and costs; Will Harris. colored,
—Remember the-social to be given the Casino, Edwards and Morgan wile E. MeGary, formerly of Paducah. to
--vid C. Wright at She rectory on Ken- drunk, $1 and costs; W. A. Harris.
et:Might by the Daughters of Rebe- perform on the slack wire and re- Mr. W. C. Whitsell of Portland. The
tucky avenue.
lands,
Mo.,
St.
wedding
June 3.— Edward
took
drunk,
place
30
home
day's
Annie
the
In
at
jail;
Bell
kah at Eagles' hall.
volving ladder.
Miss Alice Drabelle and Miss Hel- Neeley, $10 and costs, and
Sells, of St. Louis, believes he has
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Fields, In Torii
Minnie
—City subscribers to the Daily
EAT at. Whitehead's eestaurant.
en Dillon wilt arrive the last of the Bowland, both
Identified a painting he purchased a
land,
colored, dismissed
Sun who wish the delivery of their
M1TCHELLS for high-grade bicyA Different situation.
year ago for less than $100 as the
Mrs. Whit-sell is very popu'ar in week to visit Mrs. Robert D. Mac for fighting; Bob Wiley and Lena
papers stopped must notify our colcles, 326-328 South Third street.
-Rudyard Kipling undoubtedly got Paducah, where she lived for some Millen at 1616 Jefferson street.
famous "St. Jerome" painting
by
Wiley, colored, breach of pease, $10
lectors or make the requests direct
ROOM FOR RENT at 726 Jeffer- Titian about 1531. No trace of the
Mrs. J. W. Blackard, -of 1104 Jef- and costs each; E.
to The Sun office. No attention will his wit from his maternal grandfath- years, and 'has frequently visited here
E. Holt, malicious
son street. Old phone 12.05.
ferson street, is in Jackson, Tenn., to shooting, continued
painting has been had since about
be paid to such orders when given er, the Rev. George B. Macdonald, a since breaking up her home. She h
to June 6; Chas.
Wesleyan clergyman. In the days spent much of the past two years in attend the graduation of her daugh- Thomas and Dow MeClure, colored,
1627. Sells purchased the picture
to carriers. Sun Publishing C'o.
TELEPHONE 203 for Mee bundled
when yound Macdonald was courting Portland with her airier-in-law, Mrs. ter, Miss Lucille Blackard, at the fighting, $5 and coats each;
from Allison K. Stewart, a St. Louie
—We give you better carriage and
Ida Nerd,
Johnston-Denker Coal Co.
M. F. I. on Wednesday. Miss Blackthe
lady
mining engineer, to whom it was givwhom
he
afterwards
Fields,
marwho
formerly
was
Miss
Lizzie
colored,
breach
better service for the money than
of peace, $10 and
FOR SALE---Jersey cow and heifer en in 19110 by a padre in the moultard will be gradeated front the same
is given by any transfer company in ried, the father-in-law-to-bee—an aged McGary, of Madisonville. Mr. Whitcosts,
calf. 922 South Fourth.
hall from which her mother was 30
tains of liondurae after Stewart had
America. Fine carriages for special Methodist, with extremely strict no- sell has the western territory of the
years ago.
CLOTHES cleaned, pressed, re- given him a liberal offering of silver
(evasions on short notice; also ele- ows in regard to the proprieties— Wyeth Drug oornpany, of PhiladelIn Bankruptcy.
Professor J. W. Payne, superintenpaired. Jas. Duffy, Phone 959-a.
for his poor. In 1531 Titian painted
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co was injudicious enough on one occas- phia, with his -headquarters in PortMr. Frank Parhatu, one of the best
dent of sehools at LaMoille, Ill., who
ion
to
:and,
enter
the
is
parlor
a
man
lie
without
of
giv— WHITE NURSE wanted at 1622 "St. Jerome" by order of Duke Fredfine
business
--If you haven't time to go home
known
citizens
cif
Paducah.
filed
a
has been the guest of his brother.
eric Gonzaga of Mantua. Before 16214,
Jefferson,
to lunch, try Whitehead's 25 cent ing any warning of his approach. prominence, - They will make their
today. He
Principal E. G. Payne for several- petition in bankruptcy
when Charles I. of England bought
The consequence was that he found home in Portland, it is presumed.
dinner. Polite service.
RENT—At
FOR
apartment
ius
days, left this afternoon for his fath- reports liabilities amounting to 23,most of the art treasures of the Gots'
—See Edwards and Morgan in the the sweethearts occupying a single
Moore
fiats. , APPle 6147 North Sixth.
er's home near Glaseow. Professor E. 826.56 with $50 in personalty as aszagas, the "St. Jerome" had disapbig free act before the performance chair. Deeply shocked by this specJune,
sets, is exempted by law. His credG. Payne will go next week.
FOR
beating and atovewood ring peared. Upon investigation Sells has
tacle,
the
old
man
solemnly
said:
tonight at Wallace Park.
The regular June meeting of the
follow:
itors
Manager John S. Bleocker, of the
137 F. Levin.
learned that when Cortez conquered
—Wedding invitations, announce- "Mr. Macdonald. when I courted Mrs. Paducah chapter. United Daughters
Langstaff
Orme Manufacturing
Honduras early in the sixteenth cen.
ments and every character of en- Brown she sat on one side of the of the Confederacy, announced for traction company has gone east on a company,
RENT—Cottag
FOR
e
per
$8
judgment in circuit court
tury, a member of the Gonzaga famgraved work Is given careful, per- rotm and I on the other." Macdon- Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. Robert combined pleasure and business trip
month.
South
Apply
Sixth.
441
for $376.86 with interest from 159.0.
ily accompanied him and remained
sonal attention at the Sun Job office. ald's reply was: "That's what I Recker Phillips at "Woodland", has to remain one week:
WANTED—Position as collector
H. C. °verbs. and Horace Vaughan,
Henry
Grace,
Mrs..
California,
of
in Honduras. It is Sells' theory that
should
have
if
done
I
had
been court- been postponed until the return of
—Place your orders for wedding
solicitor.
Address
and
J,
care
executors
Slim.
of E, W. Vaughan, $s1,000,
will arrive in a few days to visit the
the painting was 'carried to Honduinvitations at home. The Sun
the chapter president, Mrs. James
Is ing Mrs. Brown."
a note, with interest from 1892.
Misses Puryear and relatives.
YOU CAN get nice bundled kind- ras by this man. St. bouts artists esshowing as great an assortment as
Koger, from Richmond, Va. The viceSchloss Bros. & company
Balti- ling at Johnston-Denker Coal compa- timate the value of the painting, if
Born, to the wife of Mr James
you will find anywhere, at prices
--James Flournoy, who has been president, Mrs. John L. Webb, is,
more, Md. $4-50 note.
ny. Telephone 203.
it is the Titian "St. Jerome." to be
much lower than you will have to a constabie foieseveral months, has also, in Richmond attending the U. Sanders, 849 Clark street, this mornThe case of J. D. Sowers has been
ing a daughter.
SHORT ORDER lunches a spe- near $100 000.
pay elsewhere.
been made policeman at
Wallace C. V. reunion.
Bankruptcy cialty at Page's restaurant. 119 South
Mr. J. T. Myles, of Mayfield, is in referred to Referee in
—County Judge R. T. Lightfoot park, and t day was sworn in as a
E. \V, Bagby and June 15 set as the Third street.
the city.
Two New Horses For Races.
today called , hie
quarterly court deputy sheriff. He is capable and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Palmer have
Mrs. Maurice Joseph, of Cincinnati, date for a first meeting of creditors.
Messrs. I. D. Wilcox and
Wynn
docket, set cases and heard a few will doubtless make the park
RENT—
FOR
Third
floor
over
an ex- returned front an eastern trip, dur- who has been the guest of Mrs. JosThe case, Of Mrs. Byrne Clark, of
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th Tully have returned from St. Louts,
motions, but tried no cases.
cellent officer.
ing which they attended tati session eph
bringing with them two fine horses to
L. Friedman at "The Pines," re- Smithland,,bats been referred to the St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
--The Woman R Missionary soof the National Lumber assoelafion turned home today.
referee butt no date for a first meetbe entered in the Matinee club races.
ciety of the First Baptist church will
RENT—A—
six-roiiM
FOR
cottage
.
at Atlantic City and
visited their
Riot In Ship Yards.
Mr. Wilcox bought a fine trotter and
Mrs. Ivy Barksdale arrived front ing of crlitorm-axed.
meet with the Mite society Friday
419 Monroe. Modern conveniences.
Cleveland, June 3.— A riot occur- sons at Dartmouth college.
Mr. Tuily a stepping mare. Mr. Tune
Union City today to visit Miss Ninafternoon at 3 o'clock in the lecture
Apply to 233 North Fourth.
Fireman Noah English, operated tile Barksdale, of West Clay street.
red today at the yards of the Anted"
brought six other horses for livery
roone The poistor, Rev.C.M.Thompson
A Fatal BaelPemest•
LOST -Black silk umbrella it W. purposes.
can Ship Building company, where a on last week for appendicitis, is re.
School
Trustee
Kelley
is
C.
sick
G.
will address the meeting. All the
0. W. hall the night of May 26
strike has been in progress several ported much better.
at his home, 905 South Third street.
ladies of the chtich are requested to
Finder please ring 224.
months. Strike breakers were attackMiss Sue Nelson, of Chicago, is
Farmer Korntop—"Ain't ye goin'
Mr. and' Mrs. E. E. Vickers, of
—The liquor license of A. A.
ed and one foreigner was shot and visiting Mrs. W. C. Gray, of Madi- 'Clements street, are parents of a fine
FOR SA11E—Handsome mission to send yer boy to college'!"
Adkins, at Stingey a:ley and Third
removed to the hospital inside the son street,
Farmer Rich—"No; 'taint necessabuffet. OiVner leaving the city.
girl baby.
street, was today transferred to J. AL
stockade.
Herr Johannes Schumacher, of St.
ry now."
Phone 103.
Miss Libble Smith, of Dallas. Tex.,
Rickman.
Farmer Korntop---"But ye sed ye
and Mtge Cattle Lindsey, of BenningFOR RENT — Newly decorated
—See Edwards and Morgan in the
ton, J. T., arrived today to visit Mrs.
apartments. Modern improvements. wuz goin' ter pile num through colbig free act before the performance
HARD LUCK.
lege."
L. T. Dale, at the New Richmond
Hecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
tonigletz at Wallace Park.
Farmer Rich — "Yes, but he's
hotel. •
I AST-- Gold
bracelet set with
learned to smoke cigarettes without
Mrs. Joseph Art, of 1936 Clark
emeralds. Return to 8, care Sun and
IL"— Catholic Staodara and Times.
street, has gone to New York City to
receive reward.
spend the summer with her parents,
BEST -sindwichetechile
A prosperous man is never known
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Sutter.
and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2
by his diamonds.
Special Sale of 100-Piece Germaa Chin
South Third street.
Reception t(t Visit OM.
Everybod:. likes to live, but few
WANTED— Position art
ikkeep- live as
Dialler Sets, regular Price $22.
Mrs. W. G Whitefield, Miss Kaththey like
er
by
man of experience. Good referleen Whitellield and Miss Woolfolk.
ences. Address W. care Sun office.
of 631 Kentucky avenue, have issued
Now Only $115.98
—751
1 'RENT—Seven room house,
Invitations for a Wednesday .- after527 North Sixth. All modern convennoon, June 12, from 5 until G o'clock,
Last Octoter we placed an import
iences. Apply 533 North Sixth,
to meet Miss Hernenway, cda Bloomorder for some very handsome 100ington, Ill., and Mies Carroll and
ROOMS FOR RENT— Modern
piece German China Dinner Sets,
Miss Alice Carroll, of Nashville.
Mr. Clever—They eloped in an air- conveniences. Half square from firstto be delivered this coming fall,
Tenn., who will he the guests of Miss ship.
class boarding house. Old phone
but through a mistake on the part
Kathleen Whiteflold durtni the ChauMrs. Clever—Would her father reeog- 2207.
of the foreign manufacturers they
tauqua Mies Carroll anal Miss Hem- fire them?
FOR RENT— Nice three-room cotenway are on the Chathatiqua prowere shipped immediately and Just
Mr. (lever—No one would after the tage, 110.0 South Fourth street. AP
gram,
came In a day or two ago. Arrivsirshtp fell.
sly to S. A. Hill, 11.02 South Fourth
ing at this time, such a shipment
or telephone 964.
One-Sided Twins.
The best cigars manufactured come
overstocks us a good deal and, when
BIGHT lady or gentlemen agents
"Two Mormon boysi went to school from Cabe, the tobacco for which Is
the eircermaancea were explained,
to canvass city. Good new proposifor the first time quit in Utah," re- cultivated in the famous Vuelta de
the manufacturer agreed to give us
tion. Call 20$ South Third street.
Bede, Abatis district, west of Havana. This
lates Congressman J. Adam
a substantial price reduction of
Phone 110,
"and the teacher asked them their favored spot is on the banks of a
which we are going to give you the
ONE OF THE prettiest small regnames."
You will find the house you want
river, the nature of the soil being
benefit. We bought them to sell
istered stallions for service IR at Bie"'John and William Smith,'" the such that in no other part
the
by
considting with us. We have
for $22, but until we get the stock
derman's
farm on the Mayfield road.
boys replied.
world can leaves of such excellence be
He has to he seen to he appreciated. on our hooks some that are dedown to normal again the price will
"'Ah, then aou are brothers! How produced.
be only 4115 iet
1.-IfAD ALL and follow none. For lightfully
old are you '''
situated within elsy
These eetiteorne In four different
"Jugging is going to marry that honest work and honest prices, is reach—just ideal homes for com"'Each lejears old. ma'am.'"
harness. middles and
"'Indeed! Then you are twins.'" rich old Mho Mtiriphentie, I hear."
floral decorations, lined with gold,
repair work,
fort and well being. It is easiei
'"Pleaseirma'atri,'" replied one of
"Ge! How could he persuade her etc., call at Paducah Harness tend
and all of them dainty mean he,
Saddle
company,
father's
our
the
204 Kentucky ave- to collect rent than pay it. Why
side.'" that be wasn't doing it for her monboys, 'only on
'['hey
They are first quality, medium
nue.
—June Everybody's.
ey?"
,.
not become your own landlord?
weight German China, perfectly
—
"lie didn't try. Ile merely told her --411
.:t OUT ofthe wet.--Jitos won't Your property will be increasing in
einzed—different from the kind you
that she was too young and inexperi- be so easy to get next year.- r. can
II. T. Berry's Condition,
(wield ordinarily buy for the Mime
Mr. ai. T. !terry, of Uniontown, enced -to take care of an much money tote 500. Highest wages; steady em- value every year.
money becaUse, the decorations are
leviable of Hon. W. A Berry. and Mr. properly.-- Cleveland Leader
See abont it AT ()NIT.
ployment guaranteed. Transportation
under the glaze and Won't wash off.
J. I; berry, survived the operation at
advenced to Machinists havtng firstRemember. the prier is
1:V1111Stript Sittu rd a y, but Is still in a
Lots of men seem
to think the claws refers:yea
We positively make
cri
condition. There are still wrong side of a saloon bt the °W- no charge in any way,
manner, shape
recovery.
hops,o( ibis
eida
or form for securing jobs for maehinAddreee with references. The
Real Estate and Insurance
pe limit to make the
t person
A
3 4 BROADWAY
Nurse: "Ah, par silly I Nah you've bin am' gone an' brat
FOR BUY WOOD, O'd
Phone National Metal Tells. AssoolatIon.
yir luokl"
Ring renattle
Most,
Iitsth Phonies 117
.
2361.
inc1•nnati, Ohio,

IN THE COURTS 1-

udt9Itillip

TackleHart
If U want 2 tackle
the fish that it pays
to tackle.

dtore Xewsicr

4

Vlie4daq

Hart Sells the Chocest
FISHING TACKLE

Have you seen our line of trimmings this spring? Come down
Tuesday when we will have them
on display.

•

At a price that U
can afford to tackle.

"THE PLAYERS"

The rods,reeds,lines,hooks,
sinkers, corks, bait buckets
are all exceedingly desirable late productions--- the
newest new goods---just
opened. Try Hart.

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

A

r

14

, FOR THE

NOAH'S ARK

or

$15.98

NOAH'S ARK

er

7

II. C. HOLLINS
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•
I DON'T YOU STAND FOR IT
Don't kick and fuss---just order
the New Phone.

PADUCAH HOME TEI[PHONE CO., Inc.

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

R.eal Estate Agency.
FREE REAL,ESTATE IRICE LAST
Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

W. C. T. U.

MONDAY, JUNE 8.

NO PROGRAM

HOLDS RIG CONVENTION AT THE ARRANtiEll FOR HAGUE (X)NFE
ltBROADWAY CHURCH.
ENCE BEYOND OPENING.

Mrs. Susan S. Fessenden. of Boston. Will Leave Procedure
To Forty-sii.
Noted Teniperance Worker, De.
Powers coneerned—Prolotbly
Livers Address.
Before.

as

A large attendance was present at
The Hague, June 3.--The general
the Broadway Methodist Episcopal plan of tne proceed
ings at the second
church Saturday at the convention of peace conference
probably wRI folthe W. C. T. U. Miss H. E. Brooks, low closely
the procedure of the first
of the local union, opened the con- congress held in
1899. Practically
vention by reading the Crusade nothing has been
worked out in adPsalm. Prayer by Mrs. Julia Miles, vance. The Dutch governm
ent, realof this city. followed. Mrs. Julia izing that
the representatives of the
Miles, Mrs. J. R. Puryea.r and Mrs. 46 powers must
be complete masters
Jettie Elliott were appointed a com- of the situation has
refrained from
mittee en resolutions and reported in In any way attempting
to conerol or
the afternoon session. During the arranie the program
or method of
morning the Rev. W. J. Naylor, pres- procedure. It simply
offers its hosident Of the county anti-saloon pitality to the confere
nce.
ieague, spoke on "The Question of
The same is true of Russia, althe Hour." He was foi•lowed by Mr. though the
czar who summoaed the
H. M. Haganu, who sang "The Bro- conference, realizes that
once called
ken Pinion," his own composition. into being
it is beyond his control.
Mrs. Susan S. Fessenden, of Boston,
The arrangements up to the presa national W. C. T. U. lecturer, was ent time, therefore, simply cover
the
Introduced and made a short talk. opening session, rwhen
M. Nelidoff,
The convention- then adjourned un- the Russian amliassador
to France,
til afternoon. At 2 o'clock it conven- will call the confere
nce to order and
ed aga:n and the report of the com- make an address extending
his sovmittee on resolutions was adopted. ereign's greetings to
the delegate*.
Mrs. Pearl Norvell, of this city, read Dr. Jonkteer D. A. W. Van
Teets
a paper on "Why Mothers Should Be- Van Goudrain, the Dutch
minister
long to tne. W. C. T. U." The Rev. S. for foreign affairs, wiil reply
in an
B. Moore, passtor of the First Chris- address of welcome on
behalf of
tian church, of 'this city, addressed Queen Wilhelmina.
Thereafter it
the convention and was followed by will remain for the confere
nce to deMrs. Fessenden, who made a lengthy cide how it will proceed.
address, the feature of the meeting.
The convention adjourned after her
address:
Mrs. Fessenden lectured in the afternoon Sunday at the Broadway M.
E. church and in the evening at the
Kentucky
Avenue
Preebyterian
church.

CLASS OF '07 HEAR
DR. W. T. BOLLING

Physicians agree that Belvedere Betr
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.
The Belvedere Making Process-secures
all of the nutriment in the barley-grain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in predigested form.
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.
•

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

CITY TEACHERS

A list of questions is being prepared
and the examinations' will count a
He Fired the Stick.
great deal in the 'assignment of
(Continued from page one.)
"I have fired the walking-stick I've
teatehere/ ;those holzhng certilleatee carried over 40 years, on
account of
the trtgtrest 'per- Cent. being as- a Pore that resisted every
'kind of idea of our civilization is ministry,
WILL HE EXAMINED ON JUNE signed to the higher and better
Pay- treatment, until I tried Bucklen's the spirit and act of helping our feling grades.
Arnica Salve; that has healed the lows. Men rally to the, relief
13 .IND 14.
of their
The resuit of the examinations of sore and made me a happy
man," fellow men in commerce, in care for to come, sad violatio
n of the psyeltic
teachers Saturday ,will not be known writes John Garrett, of
North Mills, the body and mind and the soul, and tirw of moral
„aingengSaNnal11111111111811111111111111111111111111W
conscience and eonfor several days. The examinations N. C. Guaranteed for Piles,
Burns, all the arrangements of our civilize- ielousness, can only result
in spiritwere on the course of study taken etc., by all druggists,
Examinat
25c.
s For Promotion in the
tion are for the prevention or the re.,ual damage, aid even death
unto the
:luting the past year in psycho:ogy.
lief of harm to °or fellow men. If soul. God in harmon
Schools Ik3tan This 11orning
y with His law
The rules require such tests, which
. HOTEL ARRIVALS.
;
here and there one is found who'of attraction and gravitat
—01 yr Wednesday.
count in tilt: assignment of teachers.
ion cannot
Palmer—Alf. Halle, Bremen, Ger harms his fellow,
he is branded un- save a being who deliberately jumps
Examinatiou Time.
many; H. S. Cooke, Chicago; J. 'I'. der the civil law and
punished as a I from a crag upon the rocks beneath,
This morning examinations in al: Myles, Mayfield; W.
E. Mast, Wor- criminal. Our schools, colleges,
We list in our directory over 3,000 subhoseland He can no more save the being
'grades in the primary and grammar cester, Mass.; E.
.1. Sorber, St. Louis; pitals and homes for the unfortu
Teachers for city school certificates
natrewho jumps from height of moral
scribe
grades and' the High school began, C. W. Smithers, Boston;
rs and more than three-fourths are
N. R. Rat- victims of human folly, are the dentwill undergo examinatious on June
righteousnesson to the moral rocks
and will continue through
Wednes- liff, Philadelphia; G. A. Shelton, onstrations of thoi desire of
exclus
ive East Tennessee subscribers ?
13 and 14. and on August 22 and 23..
man
to of sin and iniquity. Many are lost
(NJ. Friday will be promotion day. 'Hartford; W.
H. Grf:bel, Memphis: aid his fellow man.
lin
our
land
both
liberty
to
Call
Contr
and
good
act Department No. 300,
T. W. Butler, Akron, 0.; L. C. Most of
Harm Condom to Men Is name and wear the felon's garb,
but
Treadwell, Chicago.
'they have harmed themselves, and
Self-Indicted.
Belvedere—E,
Desonia., West
-The physical evils men suffer so will it be with a soul that srinneth
Point, Miss.; V. 1-1. Williams, Nashgrow out of the 'violation of the phy. unto death. Young friends, you have
ville; W. B. Blakernon, Martin. Tenn.,
E. E. Thanis. Mt. Carmel, Ill.; A. H. steal law, which fastens harm upon,""" e e your course,
Williams. Charleston, Mo., A. J. Ran- the body and tends to wreck the hu-'examinations and now go out into a
som, Buffalo; E. E. Masher, Marion, man system. The untimely death. new life of grave responsibilities and
the ruined digestion, the craving for difficult tasks, but you go out into a
Ohio.
St. Nicholas — T. F. Johnson, drink and many other things which kindly world in which you will find
Sharpe; T. F. Moore, Martin, Tenn.; work harm to the body, are but the many to aid you.
"You live under a loving Father
W. B. King, Hazel; L. W. Peak, Dn- inevitable penalties paid by the inquoin, 111; F. M. Hooper, Ashland dividual for violations of the laws who desires and has amply provided
City. Tenn.; P. E. Strather, Paris. physical, intended to proserve and for your physical, mental and psychic
needs. Let me urge you to rememTenn.; Ci. N. Dunn, Mayfield: Joe not to barns the body.
Weaks. Clarksville, Tenn.; J. A.
"To charge God with infliction of ber that your destiny for time and
these ills is simply folly, and a chal- eternity is in your own heads, and alHines Morgantown.
New Richmond—Harry MaCafee, lenge of the divine character, but lit- low me to press the exhortation of
Salem; G. W. Moss, Stroud, Okla.; tle short of blasphemy and are of no the great apostle 'Do thyself no
A. B. Holland, Rock Castle; Judge credit either to the heads or hearts harm.'
.1. F. McCartney, Metrnpolis; H. W. of those who make the charge. Ample
"Take heed to this, move carefully
Wattman, Uniontown; Thomas Aus- warning is everywhere that "whatere under the wise and benign law of
tin, Golconda, Ill.; Henry Shockey, ever a man soweth that shall he also god, and follow the Greet Teacher
Opher, Ark.; A. B. Newhouse, Ful- reap,1 and self-inflicted harm comes Iliat you may graduate unto eternal
in nine cases out of ten directly tiffro•ton S. L. Dale, Kevil.
chargable to the individnal. True.
"R is easy to see that the baby some suffer front inherited disease,
A Fortunate Texan.
takes after me,•" Mr. Nupaw assert- but es-en here the original responsiMr. E. W. Goodloe, of 107 St.
ed. "He Is as bald as I am; his eyes bility lies with man and not in anyrlionls
St., Dallas. Tex., says: "In
are brown as are mine, he reeembles sense with God, for these ills come the past
year I have become acquaintme in featureehe—"
under inherited harm through the 4.(1 with Dr. King's
New Life Pills.
"Also," cut in the wife, as the kid folly of parents.
and no laxative I ever before tried
set up a howl for his noonday meal,
"Mental evils, like the physical, ao effectually disposes of malaria
'he goes after the bottle as often as are selfproduced, and ignorance Is and biliousness." They don't grind
'on do."
•
a crime along with physical weak- nor gi ipe. 25c at all druggists.
• - -........
.weseeseesseeneuoveeserwes
Mrs. Nupaw did all the talking for ness, for which
eseeismstiompat
one must suffer
the rest of the evening—Bohemian.
There is no more reason for a man
It's all right to toe the mark, unbeing ignorant than there is fbr his less we happen
40
to be the mark.
The Evening ann-10e. a week.
being physically diseased, for the op-V
portunity for mental soundness and
health in knowledge Is ample.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EX"It is a bad thing to Ise lame or
W.) have seeureel n ther Tracy
CURSION BULLETIN.
in any way to be physically deformed.
story for our readers
but it is worse to be mentally Unsound. and harmed. and a harm
Lii
body arising front Horne foolish vie
lation of law, is far better to have
than an empty heed on which a
sign
May be put 'unfurnished room to let:
Helen Keller, blind, deaf and dumb,
Author qf" rut Wityes of The Aferninx.but brilliant in mind, is of infinitely
" The Pillar of Light,- We.
more worth to herself and the world
The following reduced rates
ILLUSTRATED BY BERGER
Than is the most beautiful woman.
are announced:
with a blind and dumb brain, preThis, like many of the best stories you
1408 Angeles, Cal.—Electric
have ter r;•atl,
senting the picture of a splendid aniMedical Association, June 8th
begins with a boy. Philip Amion'a mother,
t,, whom lie
mal as far removed an possible to he.r
to 15th; limit August 31st.
Is devoted, dies in poverty leaving
genus from the human.
her boy of fifteen
Round
trip, 160.50.
alone in the world.
IN ADDITION
"Those who fail are prone to put
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.—
Just when he has determined to
the
blame
upon
the
teachers, forgetcommit snicide he
To our new goods, we are
Knights
cornea into the possearrion of diamond
Templar-4186.2'-ting that those who succeeded had
s of fahtiloue value
now
receivi
ng,
we
have
in
July 2nd to 7th Inclusive,
the
in such a strange manner that they
same text books And the same
seem to be sent from
stock some bargains in second
good returning until July 16,
teachers. It is a foolish thing
heaven the gift of his mother.
to
band pianos, slightly, used
with privilege of extension
blame
other
people
for
our failures
To secure his vast wealth in spite
of enemies and
and but little abused, at
until July 24, upon payment
In any line when the result Is the
the persecution of the few is a problem
tempting prices and attractive
of
that would tax
$140 extra.
HUM of our own folly in
Through
neglect of
older and wiser heeds.
sleeper from Paducah to Bufterms; including
opportunity and application.
But the stars in their (nurses
falo, on train 104, 1:33 a, m.,
"Psychic evils are of our own mak
fought for Philip.
Knabe
His adventures in his new position
Snturday, July El.
log. Clod never maker; a sinner, leo
make a atory of exKing
sbur
y,
treme fascination- even lie high born
Philadelphia—B. P. 0 E.—
stands reedy to save him if he wil:
little lady had
Grunewald,
$24.'40, July 11th to 14th in-.
let him do so. The old idea that God
not appeared to hint in his poverty
to fill his trout with a
Ellington.
elusive, good returning until
delighea In damning the souls (o'
vision which he carried until it became
a reality.
July 23rd with privilege of
Players from $75.00 Up men, is a retie of ',the dreamy and
extension until
dreary path, and men, nines cultured
July
31st.
We will not ask you to read this story.
The player piano a speThrough sleeper from Paduend tenderer in their own nature
We are going
cialty.
to publish the firb: chapter in a few days.
eah, leaves on train 10:4, July
realize more and more that the loss
If you can
Delighted to show them.
14th. 1:33 a. in.
Of a soul mild be its own fault, in
refrain from reading it or stop when you
"C6me in again."
have begun
challenging the psychic laws of beFor information, apply to
you will be a greater wonder than
ing by either a,
tive triolttitin or pasPhilip's fortune
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
sive neglect, bringing ,harm jest as
Broadway or Union Depot.
It conies to the body or the mind
J T DONOVAN
The mast or woman who violates the
Agt City Ticket(Mrs
law In the physical realm must our
"4 BrnlitivvitY•
It, M. PRATHER,
fer in body. Violating the law
of
'
t Fitton Repot
.taeutjit barMODY, sparoase, is sure

DID YOU KNOW?

EAST TENNESMLEPHONE CO.

L

Try a

ri

fiAS STOVE

The King of Diamonds
BY LOUIS TRACY

The Sun Will Start This Story Thursday

You will never
regret it.

W. I. Miller & Bro.

The Paducah Light& Power Col,

f

410
e
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PAGE SEVEN.,
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The Farmer's Wife

"HOW FOUR DIED
Gre
at
IN STRANGE WAYS

Is 'very careful about her churn. She
Ballard b. Fernandez
scalds it thoroughly after using, and gives'
It a sun bath is, seeeten it. She knows
that if her churu is sour It will taint the
PRINCESS LOU,SE
butter that is made in it. The stomach la
Call, write, or phone fur CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
a churn. In the stomach and digestive
Ciear Havana Cigars
and nutritive craw are performed proSi I MMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS secured or MONEY
BACK
cesses which are almost exactly bee the
10c, 3 for 25c, 2 for 25c
churning of butter. Is it not apparent
then that if this stomach-churn is foul it
Snore Sounds Like
Beast
maker foul all which Is put Into it?
Securing exclusive agency for
By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM,
The evil of a foul stomach is not alone
(incorporated.) ati colleges. 18 year saltless. Addles.:
Ballard
&
Fernand
---Gail
ez famous
ty One is Shot
Aiatbar
the bad taste in the mouth and the foul
"'The Master r•1 unusisr." "A Prince of sinners." -Mysterious Hr.
PRINCESS LOUISE Clear HaJNO. F. DItAl7(3110N, Pres.
breath caused by it, but the corruption of
Sabin.' "Ames tie Adventuress.- Et*,
vana is a matter of considerable
the pure current of blood and the dissemPADUCAH, 314 Broadway, or Evansville, St. Louis or Memphis.
ination of disease throughout the body.
pride with us, for we are always
Canyrtflat. 1903. 1906. by LITTLE. BROWN. and COMPANY.
Two Latish at Jokes and One of
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
on the alert for new things
makes the sour and foul stomach sweet.
Them 'Dies Laughing as Re
which will strengthen our posiIt does for the stomach what the washing
l'i.ilIt is.
and sun bath do for thechurn—absolutely
tion as leaders in the fine cigar
removes every tainting or corrupting eletrade of Paducah. These cigars
(Continued From Yesterday.)
ment. In this way it cures blotches,
come in 10c, 3 for 25c, and 2 for
Most noted waters and baths in America
pimples, eruptions, scrofulous swellings, "Monsieur has seen the young lady?" We scarves- oeu.t. I think, to discuss
EATING TOO FAST RE CHOKES
this seriously."
sores, or open eating ulcers and all
25c Sizes, and we don't hesitate
THE IDEAL. FAMILY. 1F2ESORT
"I have seen her," he answered.
"Personally I agree with you," M.
humors or diseases arising from bad blood.
to recommend them to the most
Electric lighted. Stearn heated, Capacity 000 guests.
"Monsieur Is Indebted to me," she
Grisson said smoothly. "My neuistry.
If you have bitter, nasty, foul taste In
discrimi
No
nating.
said
Mosqui
softly,
"for
smoker
toes, No Malaria. Twenty Dintinct Springs
souse
informat
in
iou.
the
Let
your mouth, coated tongue, foul breath,
however. seems to have been a little
HATtis—Sulphur, Mud, Vapid and Massage.
world. Their rare richness of
are weak and,easily tired, feel depreased me ask him one question. Is it true. impreesed by the boy's story. An
Oskaloosa, Ia., June 3.— Richard
nu-.
N117SEN
A
tENTS—Dancing, Bowling, Iii;liards, Tennis, Hunting.
and despondent, have frequent headaches, this story in the newspapers, of the togaaph letter
aroma and full distinctive flavor
Harding's snoring, while sleeping befrom the czar denying
Fishing
dizzy attacks, gnawing or distress in stom- finding of this young man's WO Ie
have
won
them
friends
it
would
hind
in
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Commencement Gifts

Wedding Gifts

Diamonds-Rings, Brooches, Studs, Lockets
Watches-For young men and young ladies
Jewelry-Bracelets, Belt Buckles, Festoon Neck
Chains, Fancy Combs, Toilet Sets, Vanity bags.

Sterling Silver Tea Sets,
Bon Bon Dishes, Salad Sets, Salt and Pepper Sets
HAND PAINTED CHINA Punch Sets, Whisky Sets, Vases,
Plates, Chop Sets, Pudding Sets.
Cut Glass, Bronzes, Electroliers, Clocks, Teco Art Pottery.

WOLFF'S JEWELRY STORE
MIIIMI111•1016.

Japs Are Entering American Ports
In Spite of the Treaty for Exclusiop

to the Tennessee river. Business was the seek and will leave Wednesday the ways. The Mary Stex;try
is the
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fine for the Saltillo and good time at noon for Nashville, skipping the towboat.
ROOM HOUSE, NEVER OCCUPIED,
was being made.-'
Clarksville trip.
How's this for a yarn about cotton BATH, HOT AND COLD
WATER.
The Saltillo's twin sister, the City
The Enos Taylor went to Brook- socks? One of the river boys missed
MONROE BETWEEN 14TH AND
of Savannah, was scheduled to ar- port today to unload the railroad his socks Saturday
and found them 15TH STREETS. EASY MONTHLY
PADUCAH KNIGHTS OF COLUM- rive today from the Tennessee river engine.
Sunday on another fellow's feet. PAYMENTS. LILLIARD
D. SANon
the
round
trip
to
St.
Louie.
Cedar logs for Paducah mills were Mentioning this fact set Lee Hhodes, DERS.
BUS WILL GO SUNDAY.
PHONES 705.
Washington, June 3.- At the timelJapanese are streaming in at every
Captain J. B. Flasch has returned brought in by the Joe Wheeler last chief money taker on the
Dick Fowfrom Cairo and will go to Evansville night from Chattanooga. The Wheel- ler, to talking. He
pretext, and
when the Japanese ambassador was hole, now under one
too, miss socks
Sent to Reform School.
this week on business connected with er will leave Tuesday or Wednesday for several weeks and
protesting against the treatment of now under another. They are coming
the other memLillie Settle colored, an Incorrigisecretly from Mexico and from Can- J. T. Donovan Will Be One of the the 'Marine Engineer's association.
for Chattanooga.
bers of the officer's cabin
missed ble, was given four years in the state
his fellow countrymen in San Fran- ada,
Tlie Raymond Horner passed up
Oratots and Sixty of Loral
and openly with forged papers
The American passed down from theirs. It began to grow expensive
reformatory in juvenile court by
cisco, and while the Japanese them- through Seattle and San Francisco.
Saturday afternoon with 24 empties the Ohio river early this morning to wear socks only one
Council Go.
day and then Judge R. T, Lightfoot and will be
selves at the Golden Gate were passfor Pittsburg.
Tokio Not To Blame.
with ties for Joppa.
to have them stolen, so an inveitiga- taken away this
week by Patrolman
ing tesolutions demanding protection
The Japanese government is not to
The Harry Brown arrived from the
After a short rest since yesterday tion was started. They finally un- John Hessian,
from the authorities, other Japanese blame, but it is none the less true
Mississippi river Saturday and left afternoon, the J eFowler left at 11 earthed the missing socks in part of
Cairo, III., June 3.- Cairo 'Counin defiance of law and the proclama- that while the Japanese ambassador
after getting mail, for Pittsburg with o'clock for Evansville this morning. the boxing around the tiller rope.
-It may be that one ad. in totion of the president were sneaking here is calling the attention of Pres- cil, Knights of Columbus, will insti- a tow
of empties.
The Inverness went to the Cumber- Rats had carried them there for day's paper is of such a
nature as
over the border by scores, and
by ident Roosevelt and Secretary Root to tute a clash of 45 members next SunAs if to see how early it could get land river after ties this morning for 'teats, and when they found the to
really cause you to "sit up." And
hundreds, and probably by thous- the treatment of his countrymen in day with imposing ceremonies, a large back,
the Clyde arrived Sunday even- the Ayer-Lord Tie company.
nest, there were six dead rats In it. it may be
a little "hard to thud;" but
ands.
San Francisco, others equally his number of visitors etaoishrdlu cmc ing from the Tennessee
river, and
Business was fair for the Dick The puzzling question is, what killed you should not
run the risk of missIt is a curious contradiction that countrymen, are sneaking into the number of visiting Knights assisting today
is
at
Brookport
those
unloading.
rats?
Six Fowler in the Cairo trade today with
ing it.
after congress had passed an exclu- country in defiance of its laws, and in In the exer-!ses.
hundred persons were handled by Sunday's accumulation.
sion law intended to keep the Japa- spite of the unfriendly attitude of the
A delegation of one hundred
is the Clyde on the excursion last week.
The showboat New Era left SunIf a man quits work, he has to
nese out of the country, and after people upon whom they seem deter- expectel from Paducah and a numIt is a mighty poor brand of happiThe Dunbar will be up the Ohio day for the upper Ohio river to start work to get up excuses
for not work- ness If a man cannot take some of
those already here had been made mined to precipitate themselves.
ber from Murphysboro and Jackson, cf./tine
it
corn the first three days of the season after receiving repairs at ing.
home with him.
the victim of race prejudice in San
Officers of the immigration
and Tenn., are expected to attend.
Francisco,the little brown men should customs service have been Instructed
The first degrees will be given by
resort to such extraordinary means to to co-operate. to prevent the illegal Cairo Council, the second by Paduget into a country where they are entry of the Japanese, but reports cah Council and the third by Maunot wanted and where at best their received from the Pacific states in- rice V. Joyce, city attorney of East
lot is anything but a happy one.
(Beate that they are still coming into St. Louis, assisted by the council staff
The frontier is like a sieve, and the this country in large numbers.
of that city.
The Knights will attend mass at
8 o'clock a. m. at
St. Patrick's
church. and in the afternoon the degree work will be conferred at K. M.
K. C. hail. Supper will be served at
the Armori at 6 o'clock.
Rev. Father Healy, of Effingham;
THIRTY-THREE POINTS IN IN- ATTEND SF.RV10ES AT TRIMBLE
TERCOLLEGIATE N1EET.
STREET MF:THODIST CHURCH. Rev. Father Miller, of New Burnsides; J. T. Donovan, of Paducah;
Dr. Charles
olz, of Murphysboro,
August Barthell, of Belleville, and
Michigan Runs Her Close, Then 1.'ale, The Rev. G. W. Ranks Delivers Strong Maurice Joyce of East St. Louis, will
be the orators of the occasion.
With others Trailing Far
on Knightly Traits and
Behind.
Fraternalism
protest against that
man's arrest. What was his offense?
The Cop---Aw, he was drivin' his
Cambridge, Mass , June 3.-In the
Paducah Lodge, No. 26; Knights auto
at only twenty miles an hour,
greatest athletic carnival ever held of Pythias, attended services in
a an' dela:yin' the machines
behind him.
by the Intercollegiate Athletic asso- body at the Trimble Street Metho-Puck.
ciation, the red and blue of Pennsyl- dist church yesterday morning and
vania captured supreme honors this listened to an able discourse by the
afternoon by a scant margin of four Rev. G. W. Banks, the eloquent paspoints over the University of Michi- tor of the church. The sermon dealt
gan. Pennsylvania registered a total with knightly qualities in men and
of 33 points.
fraternalism, showing how the obPennsylvania, 33; Michigan, 29; jects of fraternal organizations asYale, 23; Cornell, 15; Princeton, 10: sist in keeping idealism before men
Syracuse, 8; Harvard, 7: Swarth- in the hurly-burly of life.
River Report.
more, 5; Dartmouth, 5; Amherst, 4;
Cairo
.24.9 2.0 rise
Williams, 2% Johns. Hopkins, I.
"Do you enjoy walking?"
Chattanooga
1.4 rise
"Immensely."
Cincinnati
25.6 5.2 rise
1"411Many a man sows wild oats at his
"Good; Then I'll take you for a Evansville
711b
r
IILa
19.8 4.6 rise
leisure that his children must reap ride In the country in my motor car."
MVO.* SO
Florence
4.5 0.5 rise
maC..00
In haste.
-Philadelphia inquirer.
Johnsonville
2.0 rise
Louisville
9.2 1.0 rise
The great man never knows litA crook is made hY bending the Mt. Camel
13.0 5.0 rise
Nashville
tle men; they all are great to him. mind on self-satisfaction.
12.8 2.4 rise
Pittsburg
....... 1.5 3.9 rise
St. Louts
15.9 1.2 rise
Mt. Vernon
14 8 4.9 rise
Paducah
16.2 2.9 rise
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Underwear
.Jade

I RIVER NEWS 1

Annual tune `akaranee `event

_

Aursdaq and Y.ridaq,
'tine 5 and 6.

Annual June Clearance Sale of Ladies' Muslin Underwear will
OURoccur
on Wednesday and Thursday, June 5 and 6. This event has

40110b.
1\

Go-Carts $1.75 to $60.00
Get the little fellows out in the sun and
open air; you will save enough in doctor
and medicine bills to pay for a nice GoCart.
We show a great line of Go-Carts at
every price from

$1.75 to $60.00

v.0 dm,
6%."utir

1

Just where this water is earning
from that has been deluged on the
earth since January 1, is a mystery
to common mortals, but the rains in
the last 48 hours have proven that
the supply to not yet near exhausted.
The rains here have not been so
heavy, but above on the Ohio river
and thence down to the source of the
Tennessee river and Cumberland river, a wide area has been visited by
river-raising rains. The effect here
is apparent with a rise of 3 feet in
the last 48 hours. The exact rise
was 2.9 bringing the stage up to 16.2.
On the same date last year the stage
wag 6.6. Business at the wharf was
good yesterday and today with numerous arrivals.
Inspectors Green and St. John
were expected to arrive today from
Nashville.
The Nellie Is up Clark's river after
ties for Brookport. The
Nellie is
about the only boat that can turn
amend In Clark's river.
Charles Kopf, river manager of the
West Kentucky Coal company, went
to Golconda. Elizabethtown and other up-river points today to meet the
different showboats coming down the
Ohio river.
The I. N. Hook will leave tomorrow for Nashville after ties.
The Bluespot, a Holcomb-Hayes
towboat, is scheduled to arrive today
from the upper Ohio river.
Captain 0. W. Newman will
return from his home In Hawesville today and leers tomorrow on the Martha Hennes for NeshellIs after ties
The City of SaltIllo arrived last
night Mile If. Louts on the up trIpi

always been an occasion in which the Ladies of Paducah delighted and
this year you will be pleased more than ever when you see the magnificent garments which will be offered you at these reduced prices. This
sale will last for two days only. So be here early on the first day and
get the preferred choice.
22c Muslin Corset Cove's and Drawers
at

42c Gowns, Corset Covers, Skirts and Drawers
at

...

75c Gowns, Corset Covers, Skirts and Drawers
at

$1.00 Gowns, Corset Covers, Skirts and Drawers
at
$1.50 Gowns, Corset Covers, Skirts and Drawers
at
$2.00 Gowns, Corset Covers, Skirts and Drawers
at
$2.50 Gowns, Corset Covers, Skirts Rad Drawers

geadq-k-Wear 9epariment, decond Poor.

-

•
egmaticorartn.r.....,e
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22c
42c
63c
87c
$1.23
$1,68
$2.21

